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Abstract
Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) is a special application of the Mobile Ad-hoc
Network (MANET) for managing road traffic and substantially contributes to the
development of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). VANET was introduced as
a standard for data communication between moving vehicles with and without fixed
infrastructure. It aims to support drivers by improving safety and driving comfort
as a step towards constructing a safer, cleaner and a more intelligent environment.
Nowadays, vehicles are manufactured equipped with a number of sensors and de-
vices called On Board Units (OBU) assisting the vehicle to sense the surrounding
environment and then process the context information to effectively manage com-
munication with the surrounding vehicles and the associated infrastructure.
A number of challenges have emerged in VANET that have encouraged re-
searchers to investigate this concept further. Many of the recent studies have applied
different technologies for intelligent parking management. However, despite all the
technological advances, researchers are no closer to developing a system that en-
ables drivers to easily locate and reserve a parking space. Limited resources such
as energy, storage space, availability and reliability are factors which could have
contributed to the lack success and progress in this area.
The task then is to close these gaps and present a novel solution for parking.
II
This research intends to address this need by developing a novel architecture for
locating and reserving a parking space that best matches the driver’s preferences
and vehicle profile without distracting the driver.
The simple and easy-to-use mechanism focuses on the domain of an intelligent
parking system that exploits the concept of InfoStation (IS) and context-aware sys-
tem creating a single framework to locate and reserve a parking space. A three tier
network topology comprising of vehicles, IS and the InfoStation Centre (ISC) has
been proposed as the foundation of the on-street parking system architecture. The
thesis attempts to develop the architecture of a parking management solution as
a comfort-enhancing application that offers to reduce congestion related stress and
improve the driver experience by reducing the time it takes to identify and utilise a
parking space that is available.
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In recent years, transport has increasingly become a topical political and environ-
mental issue. From designing fuel-efficient vehicles to improving the vast transporta-
tion infrastructure, the transport agenda features frequently in the media headlines.
One such concern which is high on the agenda is with regards to the desperate need
to ease traffic congestion and there are a number of valid reasons for this. The
environmental, economic, and social cost of traffic congestion are being realised by
both Governments and the people. For instance, it is reported that congestion that
is caused by vehicles searching for a parking space contribute to as much as 45%
of inner city traffic in large urban areas. A further study by the Texas Transporta-
tion Institute’s 2007 Urban Mobility Report calculated the extent of congestion in
major urban areas in the U.S. In 2005, the report estimated that Americans wasted
4.2 billion hours and 2.9 billion gallons of gasoline while stuck in congestion which
represented an economic loss of over $78 billion, an increase of over 70% from 1995.
It is the realisation of the global and local impact in light of these statistics that
corroborates the significance of the problem that this thesis seeks to address.
These facts are both interesting and alarming in equal measure because access
to and usage of motor vehicles is increasing daily in part due to availability and
affordability especially in emerging economies, and this trend is likely to increase
year on year. In response to these environmental concerns as well as economic op-
portunities, car manufacturers are designing and equipping vehicles with the latest
technologies that can make driving a pleasurable and stress-less experience with
minimum cost to the environment. The advent of the ‘Smart Vehicle’ is one ex-
ample of such a response. These smart vehicles can be equipped with a vast array
of applications ranging from collision avoidance and assisting the driver with easier
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driving, to predicting and reacting to the road environment thereby reducing the
chances of injuries to the driver and other passengers in the car.
The Advanced Driver Assistant System (ADAS) and the ITS have significantly
contributed a number of technologies which coordinate the surrounding information,
study the traffic situation and provide real-time feedback thereby instantly assisting
the driver. For instance, the Intelligent Driver Assistance System (IDAS) developed
by Mercedes-Benz effectively utilises radar sensors and stereo cameras to gain in-
formation about the surroundings of the car and provide live feedback to the driver
[1].
Vehicles these days also come equipped with an On Board Unit (OBU) that pro-
vides a user friendly interface to the drivers and enables the vehicle to communicate
with other entities. As the hardware size diminishes in size at an exponential speed
largely due to the advancement of Very-Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) technology, a
new field of computing and software engineering called ‘Pervasive Systems’ has been
coined which aims to move beyond the realms of laptops, PCs and smart phones
and into everyday devices such as cars, motorbikes and even coffee mugs that are
embedded with technology and connectivity. A particular area of research in these
pervasive systems are the ‘Context-Aware Systems’ where, by the means of various
sensors, an object is made to be aware of its surroundings and adapt to changes in
its environment [2].
Concurrently, a considerable amount of research has been conducted in the area
of Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANET) which offers unique characteristics of high
mobility and a rapidly changing network topology due to the constant movement
of vehicles/cars at a high speed. A network gets established among the vehicles
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moving along the streets [3]. Also, accurate time synchronisation can be achieved
amongst vehicles by using Global Positioning Systems (GPS) that make real-time
applications possible.
The relatively recent concept of InfoStation (IS) has shifted the computing trends
from desktops and laptops to vehicle OBUs and has also accounted for a downfall in
the VANET system by providing an isolated pocket of high bit-rate coverage [4]. IS
has been successfully recognised as an infrastructure providing an ubiquitous wire-
less coverage with reduced system asymmetries, tolerating longer delays and most
importantly, utilising an unlicensed frequency band. With a number of vehicles ac-
cessing wireless coverage from an IS, a dynamic network of communication-capable
vehicles is created and relevant information can be exchanged between mobile and
stationary vehicles [4].
Good though all this is, the thesis offers to alleviate a criticism or rather a
shortcoming lodged against the developments to date in this area of work. Where
previous systems relied exclusively on the driver’s interventions to locate and re-
serve parking, the solution presented here uses the context-aware VANET system
to process all the environmental information and driver-preferences to allocate the
parking. Removing this chore from the driver adds to the comfort and safety-value
of the driving experience.
These exciting developments in Pervasive Systems coupled with the fascination
of how the concepts of context-awareness, VANET and IS from vehicles to park-
ing zones can be extended with the possibility of integrating them has been the
motivation behind this research. This integration can be appended to existing in-
frastructures in part or as a whole, owing to their particular characteristics, and





The undeniable truth is that car parking space is both limited and costly in almost
all the major cities of the world. There is a desperate need for innovative parking
systems to be designed for meeting parking demand [5] [6] [7]. Many efficient park-
ing systems have been proposed as part of the ITS and smart parking applications
the process of finding nearby parking. In response to the challenge of designing
intelligent parking location systems, various policies and architectures have been
proposed from time to time. A few of these noteworthy architectures have been de-
signed to have vehicles redeployed with a small processor and a short range wireless
transceiver [8].
Considered a vitally important process, smart vehicles must be able to identify a
vacant parking space (when needed) either with the help of their own computational
infrastructure and OBU or with the help of the neighbouring vehicle’s computational
infrastructure if a strong inter-network between vehicles is being formed by the use
of VANET. A major drawback of such parking systems has been that the vehicle has
to predetermine the best possible way to reach the parking spots that are reported
to be available. The vehicle has to take into consideration the time required to reach
any of the available parking spaces or the walking distance if the final destination is
not exactly close to the parking spot. The probability that the particular parking
spot will still be free once the vehicle shows up at the location also needs to be
calculated [9] [10].
The main goal of this research is to develop a robust parking system that can
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utilise the information extracted by the sensors, the computational infrastructure
in the vehicles, the uninhibited wireless coverage provided by IS and a strong inter-
network of mobile and stationary vehicles enabled by VANET. The critical function
of such parking system design architecture is to locate and reserve a vacant on-street
parking space within a reasonable time whilst it is still vacant consequently reducing
the traffic congestion which is after all the main purpose of this system.
However, employing a number of concepts and technologies could result in bulky
hardware and have a negative impact on the efficient design of such a context-aware
on-street parking system. The process of selecting a combination of the above mech-
anisms will have a crucial impact on the parking system architecture design, thus
adequate attention will need to be paid to ensure that the proposed architecture
does not become too complex and cumbersome.
This research proposes to design an efficient and effective parking system based
on the secure wireless Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) commu-
nication network, IS and sensor communication along with GPS sensors to make
parking navigation and location monitoring convenient and easier.
Driven by personal experience and an empathy for thousands of drivers who have
the daily unenviable task of searching for half a decent parking space, has led to the
proposition of developing an alternative and more efficient system of locating and
reserving parking. Using VANET with DSRC has proved to be the first step in this
development process.
The work also gains motivation from the ’environmental’ agenda in that min-
imising the time taken to park a vehicle will significantly have a positive impact on
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the environment by reducing emissions. Finally, previous work done in this field has
provided the biggest motivation for taking this up as the focus for research for the
thesis.
1.3 The Aims of the Research
Prior to identifying the research aims, the fundamental question which provides the
basis of this thesis needs to be posited:
How can the process of allocating and reserving a car parking space be
made smarter by utilising the VANET and context aware system?
Although the main thrust of this research seeks to address the above question, a
series of sub-questions will need to be answered in order to deal with the subject
fully:
• How can an effective on-street parking system architecture be de-
signed by utilising the VANET and context aware system?
• What kind of technology and information is needed to allocate and
reserve the appropriate parking spot efficiently?
• How can a model be designed to sense, think and act in order to
provide an efficient on street parking service?
Alongside these questions, a range of additional research aims also need to be
addressed:
• To increase the system’s reliability and connectivity by using the three tier IS
network topology, namely the ISC, IS and the vehicle, and provide the driver
with up to date information about the on-street parking zones
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• To reduce congestion-related stress by utilising the context aware capability
which captures information relating to the vehicle and driver profiles, and
automatically allocates a suitable parking space in real-time
• To build an architecture utilising VANET, IS and context aware systems that
supports an integrated approach.
1.4 Contributions
This research has produced the following key contributions in line with the five key
themes in the thesis, namely:
• An IS-based three tier network topology: A three tier network topology com-
prising of vehicles, IS and the ISC has been proposed as a foundation of the
on-street parking system architecture. This network topology offers a stable
coverage to ensure the packet forwarding among the parking system by using
the VANET V2V and V2I communication.
• A novel context-aware based architecture: This construct supports an inte-
grated approach for utilising VANET, IS and context aware systems in a single
framework providing a comprehensive architecture for smart parking system.
• Parking space location and reservation mechanism: The step-by-step parking
space locating and reserving algorithm comes with two main functions: one
to show the basic mechanism of parking space location and reserving; and the
other for the alternative options.
• Formalisation of the model using CCA: The Calculus of Context-Aware Am-
bients (CCA) is a suitable notation that is used for modelling context aware
applications. As the proposed three tier architecture in this thesis is context
aware, it has been formalised and modelled in CCA.
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• Validating the mechanism using ccaPL: The ccaPL has been selected as the
validation tool for on-street parking behaviour in order to show its effective-
ness.
1.5 The Structure of the Thesis
The corpus of this thesis is structured in the following way:
Chapter 2
Sets the scene including a background, brief analysis and critical review of the re-
search conducted in the domain of ITS, context aware systems, IS and VANET. The
relatively newer concepts imported from software and pervasive computing, such as
context-aware systems and IS with specific and potential application to this domain
have been explained thoroughly. This serves to underpin the objectives of the re-
search and to synthesise a meaningful and feasible research question.
Chapter 3
This chapter provides the preliminaries and the background of the context-aware
systems and the key ideas relating to context modelling in CCA. CCA is explained
as a primitive notation for modelling mobility and context-awareness. This chapter
defines the ambients used in the thesis and also represents those ambients as an
abstraction of a bounded region within which computation takes place.
Chapter 4
This chapter presents a novel three tier architecture of the proposed intelligent park-
ing system based on VANET, IS and the context-aware systems. It also shows the




In this chapter, the proposed parking reservation architecture has been formalised
using the CCA notation in order to prove and validate the parking reservation mech-
anism.
Chapter 6
Here, the ccaPL executable programming language validates the CCA mathematical
specification presented in the previous chapter demonstrating the context-aware and
mobility capabilities of the system. Three different experiments have been applied
to cover the main possible cases of reserving a vacant parking space.
Chapter 7
This chapter concludes the work presented throughout the thesis with the observed





• To present an overview of VANET, IS and context-aware systems
• To evaluate the use of VANET, IS and context-aware systems in the design of
parking solutions and to identify some existing gaps in research
• To devise a research problem which integrates the concepts of VANET, IS and
context-awareness to design a novel intelligent parking architecture.
• To study and critically examine the earlier work done in the design of Intelli-
gent Parking Systems
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2.1 Introduction
With the ever-increasing numbers of cars on the road, finding vacant on-street park-
ing has become a considerably difficult task. More often than not, there is usually a
vacant parking space available a few metres away or just around the corner, but there
is no means by which the driver can become aware of it [11] [12]. Not having this
useful information at hand places the driver at a considerable disadvantage in terms
of wasting time, fuel and effort; the resulting frustration has led to the phenomenon
commonly known as ’driver’s frustration’[13]. The main cause of this waste can be
attributed to the lack or non-awareness of available parking spaces nearby and the
inability to access this valuable information in real-time. These challenges present an
opportunity worth pursuing for researchers to develop a simple, yet effective method
that would ease the process of locating and reserving a vacant parking spot [14] [15].
This thesis proposes a design that delivers a more efficient parking system by
incorporating the cutting-edge concepts of context-aware systems, IS and VANET
in the field of ITS. This chapter provides an extensive examination of the literature
available in the area of ITS, and a review of the work which has contributed so
far to design more efficient parking systems. A critical review of the existing lit-
erature on the application of VANET, IS and context aware systems in designing
ITS is evaluated that helps to identify a few areas which have a potential to be
used in designing an intelligent parking system. The projects undertaken by various
researchers seeking to capitalize on either one or a combination of these concepts
to design intelligent parking systems have been studied and their relative pros and
cons have been discussed. The state-of-the- art trends and methods adopted in de-
signing context aware parking systems, with or without the use of the concepts of
VANET and IS have been formulated into a novel concept of IS based context aware
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on-street parking system.
The following section introduces a general overview of the three concepts: VANET,
IS and context-aware systems. This overview provides an understanding of the basic
functioning and applications of these concepts and help to relate them to the design
of smart parking systems. The next section highlights the earlier research carried
out in the design of smart parking, with a critical analysis of the role and applica-
tion of these three concepts. This section presents both the achieved success and
the encountered limitations that these theories have put forward. The section there-
after synthesises the arguments presented thus far into a novel research question,
with the findings developing into a research proposal. This section also presents a
few difficulties and limitations that need to be tackled during the research process.
The chapter concludes with a summary that covers the findings of the review in a
nutshell.
2.2 Background
As mentioned in the introduction, this thesis is a study about designing parking
systems that are intelligent enough to communicate with the vehicle, and help a
driver to locate vacant parking. This section introduces the concepts of (1)VANET,
(2)IS and (3)context aware systems briefly, looking firstly at why these concepts
are of importance in the domain of parking design. It then considers these three
notions in more depth with an analysis of their application by previous researchers in
designing parking systems. The final part of this section tries to build a relationship
between these three concepts and to design a proposal to integrate them into a single
framework.
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2.3 Overview of the Vehicular Ad-hoc Network
(VANET)
VANET is currently a widely talked-about topic in the specialist area of wireless
communication and is a subset of Mobile Ad hoc Network(MANET) [13] [16] where
nodes represent vehicles travelling at high velocity with traffic-determined regular-
ity [17]. This technology which enables communication between vehicles and nearby
road-side infrastructure, is only possible because of the wireless sensing device in-
stalled in the vehicles [18]. New ventures and associated technologies such as ap-
plications for congestion alerts, accident control and weather updates have emerged
with the inception of VANET [17]. Simulation is an automated tool which can repli-
cate and reproduce a similar life-like real world result, thus making it possible to test
VANET networks to the finest detail before implementation. It is essential to create
an authentic mobility model that is as realistic as ad-hoc network communication
in order to obtain good results from VANET simulation [19].
Figure 2.1: Ad-hoc Network Classification
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The comfort applications of VANET are aimed at making travelling by a motor
vehicle a more pleasant experience for the driver. Part of this experience is to enable
access to information relating to parking space availability which has now become
one of the most fascinating comfort applications and a significant area of research
in VANET. Authors [5], [20], [21], [22] and [8] have proposed some interesting tech-
niques that use sensor communication and GPS communication to locate available
parking space at the desired destination. These approaches are implemented using
WiMAX and other wireless communication standards. Although most of these ap-
proaches have been proposed for parking lots, similar techniques can be applied to
on-street parking zones.
2.3.1 History of VANET
In 1998, a team of engineers from Delphi Delco Electronics Systems and IBM Cor-
poration first proposed the concept of a network vehicle [23]. Several recent research
projects worldwide have been initiated as a result of the promise of wireless com-
munication to support vehicle safety applications. Such projects include the Vehicle
Safety Communications Consortium developing the Dedicated Short-Range Commu-
nications (DSRC) technology (USA), the PReVENT project (Europe), the Internet
ITS Consortium (Japan), among others [24] [25].
The purpose of the DSRC standard (ASTM E 2213-03) is to provide a means
of wireless communication for transportation applications within 1000m at typical
road speeds. It was adopted by ASTM and IEEE to cater for emerging wireless
vehicle communication needs. DSRC provides seven 10 MHz channels at the 5.9 GHz
licensed band for ITS applications. Different channels are designated for different
applications, including a reserved channel for vehicle-to-vehicle communications [26]
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[27].
2.3.2 VANET Components
VANET enables the vehicles and the Infrastructure to communicate with the help of
two basic hardware components: the On-Board Unit (OBU) and the Road-Side Unit
(RSU). Nowadays, modern vehicles contain in-built computer-controlled devices and
advanced wireless radio transceivers to allow quick and instant message exchange
irrespective of the distance between the communicating nodes. The RSU allows the
driver to access the required information for example, to find the best route to a
destination [25].
2.3.2.1 On-board unit
An OBU is a communication capable hardware component in the vehicle equipped
with a Graphical User Interface (GUI). The OBU supports both wireless and wired
communication. The OBU works in unison with an Application Unit (AU) which
is a tool processing a single or a set of applications whilst exploiting the use of the
OBU’s communication capacities. An AU can either be permanently connected to
an OBU as an integrated part of a vehicle or can be a portable device such as a
laptop or PDA that can attach to (and detach from) an OBU. Although wireless
connection using Bluetooth, Wireless Universal Serial Bus (WUSB), or Ultra Wide-
band (UWB) is possible, the AU and OBU are usually connected with a wire-line
connection. Although this distinction between AU and OBU is elementary, they can
nevertheless reside integrated in a single physical unit [28].
The ad hoc domain is a network made up of mobile/stationary vehicles furnished
with OBUs and stationary RSUs that are installed along the road. OBUs of differ-
ent vehicles form VANET, where an OBU is equipped with communication devices,
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including at least one short-range wireless communication device dedicated for road
safety and other safety applications. The RSUs allow the OBUs to access the in-
frastructure and as a result get connected to the network resources including the
internet [28].
Apart from the application unit, the OBU is also equipped with the following
hardware [28] [29]:
• A Central Processing Unit (CPU) that implements the applications and the
communication protocols. CPU has a set of on-board computing devices al-
lowing the vehicle to perform applications.
• A wireless transceiver that transmits and receives the data to and from the
neighbouring vehicles and the RSUs.
• A location sensor in the form of GPS receiver that captures the relatively
accurate positioning and the time synchronisation information.
• Various sensors to measure different parameters that need to be measured and
eventually transmitted. The information could be reporting crashes, engine
statistics, weather conditions etc.
• An input-output GUI that facilitates human interaction with the system.
• A set of Communication devices that allow the OBU to communicate with
other vehicles and RSUs [28].
• The OBUs might also include memory to store and retrieve some frequently
accessed piece of information, some additional UIs, equipment and network
interfaces, and security devices. The memory and the UIs are further classified
as follows:
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• MEMORY:
– Storage Pages: The most basic type of memory in the OBU is called
the ’application-controlled’ storage page. This type of page is used by
the AU to store and retrieve frequently accessed information such as the
driver’s data. Typically, the implementer of an AU asks that a large
number of OBUs be manufactured within which their specific page is
reserved. This may be done by the manufacturer or at a facility operated
by the implementer of the AU. Thereafter, the AU uses the services of
the storage page of the OBU memory to store and retrieve data. The
data is stored in a format characteristic to the AU and is not changed by
the CPU of the OBU in any way.
– Memory-Mapped Pages: If the OBU has a combination of UI devices,
then those UIs are controlled by writing data to, or reading from, spe-
cial memory pages denoted as ’memory-mapped pages’. These memory-
mapped pages act as buffers to the specific UI associated with each such
page.
– Transfer Pages: Pages designated as transfer pages provide a means of
interfacing between the OBU equipment and networks. These pages are
later associated with a specific external RSU through the wireless DSRC
interface.
• User Interfaces (UIs) Visual Displays: The OBU may offer visual displays such
as coloured light emitting diodes (LEDs). There may be up to three different
colours with red, green, and yellow as the standard colours or their closest
equivalent depending on the display technology. Buzzers (Audible Alert): A
buzzer may also feature on the OBU that alerts the user with an audible signal.
The alert may be about a massage received from the neighbouring vehicle or
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from a RSU.
– Enunciators: The OBU may provide enunciators which are devices ca-
pable of replicating speech or music. An enunciator is different from a
buzzer in that it can be used to hand messages that have been written to
the corresponding memory-mapped page whereas a buzzer only sounds
’on’ and ’off’ fixed tones.
– Character Readout: The OBU may feature character readout. The char-
acter readout is used to display text messages that have been written to
the corresponding memory-mapped page.
– Keypad: The OBU may have a keypad. The keystrokes typed from the
keypad are entered as a message into the corresponding memory-mapped
page. Authorised applications can then access the entered data and read
the page [29] [30].
A brief diagram of a vehicle with OBU and the components of the OBU is shown
in Figure2.2:
Figure 2.2: On-Board Unit components [31]
2.3.2.2 Road side unit
The RSU is a wireless access point which is located in urban areas and motorways to
support V2I communication. This RSU based technology enables the use of a free
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spectrum with a high-speed connectivity (from 100 Mbps and up to 10 Gbps) within
the RSU transmission range [32]. The RSU processes or forwards the information
received from the vehicle OBU. As the RSUs are far away from each other in this
case, the information is gathered through a non-continuous connectivity which makes
it inappropriate for an interactive application such as safety applications.
Figure 2.3: A fixed road side unit (InfoStation)
2.3.3 VANET Connectivity
Typically, VANET communicates over DSRC. The US Federal Communication Com-
mission (FCC) in 1999 allocated 75 MHz of DSRC spectrum at 5.9 GHz for exclusive
’Vehicle to Vehicle’ (V2V) and ’Vehicle to Infrastructure’ (V2I) communications. Im-
proving traffic flow and consequently saving lives appears to be the primary purpose
of this spectrum. The spectrum also allows private services that help lower costs
and promotes the development and adoption of DSRC [33].
Figure 2.4: DSRC channels arrangement [34]
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As shown in Figure 2.4 the DSRC spectrum comprises of seven 10 MHz channels.
The control channel is set at Channel 178, and is limited to safety communications.
The two channels at the spectrum edges are reserved for future advanced avoidance
applications and high-powered public safety usage. The remaining are service chan-
nels available for safety and comfort uses [35].
The DSRC in Europe is often applied to a narrower set of applications, including
electronic tolling. The EU gave a judgement in August 2008 to allocate 5.875 to
5.905 GHz of spectrum to ITS [36].
Table 2.1: Comparing wireless technology by NHTSA [23]
The DSRC radio technology is identical to IEEE 802.11a, but modified to operate
in the low-overhead environment of the DSRC spectrum, and is being standardised
as IEEE 802.11p. The IEEE 1609 working group is standardising the overall DSRC
communication stack between the link layer and applications. The following stan-
dards have been proposed for VANETs by the IEEE [23]:
• IEEE P1609.1 : standard for the Wireless Access for Vehicular Environments
(WAVE) resource manager. It defines services, interfaces and message formats.
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• IEEE P1609.2 : standard for vehicular network security, including message
formatting, processing, and exchange.
• IEEE P1609.3 : a standard that defines routing and transport services, and is
an alternative to IPv6.
• IEEE P1609.4 : provides multiple channel specifications in the DSRC stan-
dard.
For its MAC layer protocol, the WAVE stack uses a modified version of IEEE 802.11a
known as IEEE 802.11p and uses Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoid-
ance (CSMA/CA) as the basic medium access scheme. Through the orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) system, it provides a 1000 metre commu-
nication range and handles high absolute and relative velocities, fast multi-path
fading and different scenarios [23].
2.3.4 Communication Deployment
Vehicular communication systems are an emerging type of network communication
technology, in which the basic communication nodes are the ‘vehicle’ and the RSU.
These nodes are provided with an in-built capability to use wireless coverage to send
essential information such as safety warning and traffic updates to neighbouring or
distant nodes. The structure of communication in VANET is categorised under the
three main classes as follows:
1. In-Vehicle Communication (InVC): takes place between the various units in-
side the vehicle such as between the OBU and application unit (AU) which are
quite common in modern cars. Generally, the InVC has two applications: the
first is the in-vehicle network of sensors, actuators and controllers that collect
and send the information to the OBU; and the second is high rate multimedia
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communication for comfort applications for example, passenger entertainment,
parking spot location and reservation, online video streaming for non-drivers,
to name but a few [37].
Seeing that the number of communicating entities is not expected not to change
over the vehicle lifetime in most of the situations, the topology of in-vehicle
communication networks is a stable one; obviously, it defines a restricted group
of possible communication partners and relies on wire-line communication.
Controller networks and security applications have particularly tight require-
ments on delay and integrity, whereas in the case of comfort applications,
consequences of violations of the maximum allowed in delay or data corrup-
tion are less serious, but higher data rates are required [38]. The necessity of
communication system standardisation for in-vehicle network comes from the
constant increase in the number of integrated electronic components, credited
to the advances in CMOS and VLSI technology [39].
2. Inter-Vehicular Communications (IVC): In recent years, many researchers
have turned their attention to IVC which is known as V2V as well, partic-
ularly in the USA, EU and Japan, owing to its ability to expand the driver‘s
prospects which leads, as a result, to enhancing the safety issues. The safety
issues may include collision warning and avoidance, safety of cyclists and mo-
torists relating to road traffic and thus increasing the efficiency of system safety
by providing virtual human interaction, i.e. interaction among the nodes (ve-
hicles) itself [40].
In this type of communication, vehicles are managed in a decentralised way,
by allowing the vehicle to initiate direct communication with other vehicles
without any support from the infrastructure, IVC communication can act as a
crucial building block of an ITS. It is considered to be a more realistic solution
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if infrastructures are unavailable [31] and a much more economic solution if
the high cost of installing and deploying any type of these infrastructures is
taken into account.
The 0.3 GHz – 300GHz band of the electromagnetic spectrum known as the
Microwave region is considered to be the most important stream used in IVC;
in particular, the DSRC which was allocated by the FCC (Federal Communi-
cation Commission) in the U.S. utilises spectrum over 75 MHz in the 5.9 GHz
band, while in the EU and Japan the 5.8 GHz band is used [41].
3. Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communication (VIC): Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Com-
munication or V2I indicates the message transfer between the RSU and the
OBU, and is also known as Road-to-Vehicle Communication (RVC). This cel-
lular WiMAX based topology is considered to be a relatively expensive alter-
native, owing to its requirement of installation of a large number of RSUs and
Base Stations (BS). These RSUs and BSs are responsible for coordinating a
number of connections between subscribers in cellular networks to ensure a
complementary cover to all the roads [5].
The base station here plays the main role in controlling the negotiation process
and setting up the connection between the infrastructures and mobile vehicle.
The RSUs employ the WAVE standard [42] that uses DSRC to communicate
with vehicles. Moreover, V2I communication is based on cellular standards
of GSM, UMTS and WiMAX to provide internet access and infotainment
applications.
The term ’infotainment’ refers to information-based media content or pro-
gramming that also includes entertainment content in an effort to enhance the
popularity and to maintain user interest. Some of the representative infotain-
ment applications include navigator, audio/video systems, internet applica-
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tions, etc. For immediate response from infotainment devices on user control,
the Media Oriented System Transport (MOST) specifications make it neces-
sary for the control messages to be processed in real-time to fully utilize the
network bandwidth and to maintain the Quality of Service (QoS) [43].
As illustrated in Figure 2.5, V2I provides a facility that enables vehicles to
initiate a connection with other fixed units that are distributed along the
road. A vehicle can do this by disseminating useful information describing the
vehicle’s current situation, which can be used to support the decision that can
be taken by other vehicles in terms of movement action, direction and speed.
Alternatively a vehicle can also do this by receiving similar information from
other vehicles to avoid taking certain action or to take certain necessary action
[44] [45].
RSU RSU
Figure 2.5: V2I Communication in VANET
2.3.5 VANET Applications
There are two categories of VANET applications: Safety applications and Comfort
applications. The functionality of safety applications includes monitoring surround-
ing roads, approaching vehicles, road surfaces and road curves. These applications
exchange messages and work together to assist other vehicles. They may also auto-
mate certain driving features such as emergency braking to help avoid accidents [46].
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Comfort applications are primarily traffic management applications and as such,
enhance the efficiency of traffic by increasing driver convenience, as well as providing
entertainment and services such as web access, streaming audio, streaming video and
gaming [46].
2.3.5.1 Safety applications
Safety applications include slow/stop vehicle advisor (SVA) applications that work
by broadcasting warning messages to neighbouring vehicles when his/her vehicle is
driving slowly or has stopped. Other possible applications are the emergency elec-
tronic brake light (EEBL)application or the post-crash notification (PCN) applica-
tion which allows a vehicle involved in an accident to broadcast warning messages
regarding its position to trailing vehicles that can then make relevant decisions on
time, and to the highway patrol for towing [47] [48].
The cooperative collision warning application alerts two vehicles that may collide
to make the appropriate adjustments. Road feature notifications may also alert
drivers in advance about road curves and sudden downhills [46] [23].
VANET safety applications can be grouped into five major categories [49]:
• Intersection Collision Avoidance: V2I communication forms the basis for in-
tersection collision avoidance systems. This infrastructure includes sensors
near intersections to collect data on nearby vehicle movements. The data
collected is processed and analysed to determine unsafe situations that may
result in accidents. A warning message is sent to vehicles that have the po-
tential to be involved in an accident. As this mode of V2I communication has
been successfully implemented, the same methodology can be used for comfort
applications, such as for V2I communication to locate parking [49].
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• Public Safety: The focus of most public safety applications is to minimise
travel time for emergency vehicles. Such applications are designed to help
these vehicles provide efficient services and to help the drivers when required.
Public safety applications also assist drivers during accidents and help to avoid
subsequent accidents [49].
• Sign Extension: Recently, drivers have begun to use new technology devices
such as cell phones and Personal Digital Assistants (PDA) while on the road.
Such use can be distracting and result in accidents from reckless driving. Sign
extension applications focus on maintaining a driver’s alertness regarding road
signs and structures that may cause accidents [49].
• Vehicle Diagnostics and Maintenance: Vehicle diagnostic and maintenance
applications alert vehicle owners when it is time to have their vehicles checked
and about safety defects. Such defects may also be related to tires and breaks
and to other parts of a vehicle [49].
• Information from other Vehicles: Short-range communication facilitates the
transfer of information from other vehicles’ applications. In-vehicle applica-
tions use such information (for example, position heading) to complete their
functions [49].
2.3.5.2 Comfort applications
The comfort applications (or the non-safety application) provide comfort and more
traffic efficiency for drivers and passengers. Such applications may include providing
current traffic or weather information, interactive communication, and nearest point-
of-interest (POI) localisation.
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Figure 2.6: Motorway services providing vehicles with the latest prices information
A variety of applications developed to run on top of a TCP/IP stack may be
created, such as online games and instant messaging. Wireless advertising also has
potential, and the technology can allow enterprises (such as shopping malls, fast
food establishments, gas stations, and hotels) to set up stationary gateways that
transmit marketing information to vehicles passing by. Crucially, the comfort appli-
cations should not interfere with the operation of safety applications. Prioritising
traffic and using separate physical channels is viable here [50].
It is however apparent that these detached approaches in the design of parking
systems will struggle to give the necessary flexibility and results with wider accept-
ability. Instead of using a few approaches in isolation, a more innovative approach
needs to be employed to design a mechanism to rapidly locate and reserve a vacant
parking space.
2.3.6 Wireless Access Technology
Several wireless access standards exist that can be used as a base for connectivity
through VANET. Using the available communication media, a set of air interface
protocols and parameters can be specified for high-speed vehicular communications.
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These core technologies include:
• Cellular Technology (2/2.5/3G): The advantages offered by the 2/2.5G tech-
nology are coverage and reliability, with 3G slowly taking over as the pre-
eminent technology and providing improved bandwidth and capacity. There
are several telematic and fleet management projects using cellular technology
(SMS reports). However, high costs, limited bandwidth and latency render
this technology unfeasible as a primary means of communication [51].
• IEEE 802.11p Based Technology: IEEE has time and again come up with new
variations of 802.11 standards to support communication between the vehicles
or between the vehicles and the RSU. The IEEE 802.11p is the amendment
to the IEEE 802.11 standard to add WAVE. The 802.11p standard defines
enhancements to 802.11 required to support ITS applications. This includes
data exchange between high-speed vehicles and between the vehicles and the
roadside infrastructure in the licensed ITS band of 5.9 GHz (5.85-5.925 GHz).
IEEE 1609 is a higher layer standard on which IEEE 802.11p is based. This
technology can satisfactorily work with speeds of up to 200 km/h and handle
communication ranges as high as 1,000 metres. To promote this technology,
the initiative has already been taken by the auto industry in Europe (Car2Car
Communication Consortium - Car2Car CC) and in the US (Vehicle Safety
Communications Consortium VSCC, Vehicle Infrastructure Integration VII).
The structure deployment costs are expected to be low given the large pro-
duction volumes [51].
• Combined Wireless Access: The challenging task of combining all the existing
wireless communication standards to provide an exhaustive and high quality
VANET service has been done by ISO TC 204 WG16, known as the CALM
M5 (Continuous Air Interface for Long and Medium Range). CALM M5 has
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been one of the most significant efforts to date to combine wireless access tech-
nologies and it builds on the IEEE 802.11p by incorporating a set of additional
interface protocols.
CALM M5 supports several standards, including the cellular systems GSM,
HSCSD, GPRS (2/2.5G) and UMTS (3G) and infrared communication and
wireless systems in the 60 GHz band. Integrating these systems results in
greater flexibility and redundancy which improves the application performance.
In addition to addressing inter-operability, CALM also addresses the issues
pertaining to protocol standardisation, the network layer, and management
services [51].
2.3.7 Challenges in Use of VANET
Deploying a vehicular networking system requires that several issues have to be re-
solved that require expertise from a variety of areas, such as applications critical to
economical concerns. VANET has traffic, safety and user application based chal-
lenges which have some specific design requirements [51]. Apart from these general
challenges, a few more specific challenges are present in implementing VANET:
• Due to mobility of vehicles, the network topology changes rapidly resulting in
small effective network diameter.
• The number of vehicles passing through a particular junction is different every
day, thus making the network density highly dynamic.
• There is a possibility that the driver might not adjust his behaviour, i.e. not
react to the received data and thus render the VANET service futile [52].
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Therefore, the following core research challenges need to be addressed when
deploying such a network:
2.3.7.1 Spectrum issues
The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) of the US and its UK counterpart
Ofcom together with National Telecommunications and Information Administration
(NTIA) have reported that most of the spectrum is idle most of the time. The li-
censing and allocation of spectrum is a sensitive issue that depends on a number
of crucial factors like public safety, affordability and maximum bandwidth usage,
energy conservation issues, and spectrum reservation for research and development
purposes. With broadband, internet and digital TV becoming popular, recycling of
the TV spectrum and the necessity to clear the TV white spaces has increased the
need of innovative ways to handle the spectrum matters [53].
Amidst all these controversial issues surrounding the spectrum allocation and
licensing policies, FCC has allocated 75 MHz of spectrum at 5.9 GHz (from 5.850
to 5.925 GHz) to V2V and V2I communications. The VSCC and VII consortia
have agreed that a derivative of IEEE 802.11 would be the optimal technology for
communication systems at this spectrum [51].
In Europe, a continuous 75 MHz spectrum in DSRC band is not available. There-
fore, Car2Car CC proposed an alternative approach that includes allocating two 10
MHz for use primarily for safety critical applications in the 5.9 GHz range (5.875
to 5.925 GHz). The comfort and commercial applications would also use an ad-
ditional spectrum either in the 5 GHz Remote Local Area Network (RLAN) band
or in the 5.8 GHz IRM band for non-safety critical and commercial applications [53].
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This allocation in Europe allows for worldwide harmonisation as this band is used
as a control channel in the US. Although the 5.9 GHz band is currently allocated
to military radar systems and fixed satellite services, the CEPT/ECC (European
Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations/Electronic Commu-
nications Committee), the Short Range Device Maintenance Group (SRD/MG) has
recommended allocating the 10 MHz control channel at 5.885 to 5.895 GHz in line
with the US approach. The second 10 MHz channel would be allocated in the upper
part of the Industrial, Scientific and Medical radio bands (ISM) band at 5.865 to
5.875 GHz, taking into account radio-location services below 5.85 GHz [51].
2.3.7.2 Broadcasting and message dissemination
As future applications are expected to consume a significant bandwidth to broadcast
information, several broadcasting techniques need to be considered. Such techniques
may include FM radio (used for RDS/TMC Radio Data System / Traffic Message
Channel) in the narrow band, as well as wider bandwidth digital services such as
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB), Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) and Digi-
tal Data Broadcasting (DDB). An alternative solution is the satellite broadcasting
given its real-time, high traffic information services [54].
Its low cost and ability to handle large volumes of data make broadcasting ap-
pear an attractive solution. Currently, a few services based on DAB broadcast and
Transport Protocol Experts Group (TPEG) protocol offer real-time traffic informa-
tion [35].
Location-aware broadcasting limits the range of broadcasting to just the area of
interest. This reduces overheads by avoiding the broadcast storm problem. Cluster-
ing, another method of optimising message dissemination, allows neighbour nodes
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to form manageable units, or clusters, to limit broadcasting range. One clustering
method, Local Peer Groups (LPGs), allows nodes to form either static or dynamic
clusters [51].
2.3.7.3 Routing issues
Although MANET routing protocols have received significant attention in the past
few years, certain network characteristics of vehicle-related networking make MANET
protocols unsuitable for use in vehicular networks [55]. MANETs have been unsuit-
able for vehicular applications primarily as a result of the MANET routing assump-
tion that an intermediate node is always required between a source and a destination
node, implying that an end-to-end connection can always be established [56].
However, VANETs’ frequent network partitioning requires the ’carry and for-
ward’ concept where a node carries a packet until it can be forwarded to another
node closer to its destination when no direct route exists. This concept works with
one of three main routing algorithm categories used by VANET: the opportunistic
forwarding; trajectory based forwarding; and geographic forwarding [57].
In the context of VANET, geographic forwarding and trajectory forwarding work
similarly since vehicular traffic follows the layout of roads. With GFG/GPSR (geo-
graphic forwarding), a node’s geographic location facilitates the forwarding of pack-
ets to their destination, and a simple Cartesian distance is used. Although providing
good scalability, this method has problems with dead ends and voids, even with a
path to a destination. Perimeter routing serves partially to solve the problem [57]
[58].
With trajectory routing, road infrastructure is used as an overlay directed graph,
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intersections are used as graph nodes, and roads are graph edges. Here, messages
follow predefined trajectories and distance is the graph distance, resulting in the
view that trajectory routing may be the most natural message forwarding algorithm
used by VANETs [51].
2.3.7.4 Power management
Power management in VANET is concerned with transmission power as opposed to
efficiency. Too high power levels and the resulting interference can disrupt transmis-
sion at far away nodes. With respect to routing, a consideration is how transmission
should be adjusted to maximise the overall throughput and minimise interference
[51].
2.3.7.5 Security and privacy
The area of security must be assessed and addressed carefully when designing a
vehicular communication system, as potential threats (fake messages causing dis-
ruptions or danger, compromising of drivers’ private information) can disrupt oper-
ations. Vehicles must be able to trust the messages they receive; the system should
be resilient and efficient, and messages should be authenticated in real time [59] [8].
User privacy is critical to any application, and communication network also must
not reveal the identity of vehicles nor allow for tracking of vehicles by non-trusted
parties. To avoid future lawsuits, privacy concerns must be addressed during the
initial design stage of a network. In the networking world, each node carries a unique,
permanent Media Access Control (MAC) address, allowing it to be traced. To avoid
such a scenario for vehicles, IEEE 802.11p provides for dynamically assigned MAC
addresses and a mechanism for duplicate MAC address discovery [51].
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2.4 Overview of the InfoStation Concept(IS)
In this section, a new wireless system concept called InfoStation is analysed that
can provide isolated pockets of high bandwidth connectivity for future data and
messaging services [60]. The intermittent connectivity available to mobile terminals
using a network of ISs raises new issues in protocol design on several levels [41].
2.4.1 Background
The IS, an innovative concept for a system that supports ’many time, many where’
offers low-cost and high bandwidth wireless communication data services [61] [1]. A
brief investigation has revealed that IS was first introduced in the late 1990’s when
the high commercially available data rate provided by IEEE 802.11b was 11 Mbps.
Since that time, IEEE 802.11g, IEEE 802.11n, and IEEE 802.15.3a (UWB, ultra-
wide band) have been developed until recently, and offer much higher data rates
typically in the range of Gbps [46]. At such high speeds, IS related applications
for information transfer can be supported even for time critical applications. Such
applications assume that a mobile terminal randomly crosses an ISs’ coverage area,
and during the crossing the IS downloads the relevant and desired data [46].
Cellular systems today bring with them the promise of ’anytime, anywhere’ com-
munication. Voice messaging, email and fax are alternatives that return some control
of time and place to the user, which may account for their dramatic growth. An
array of isolated wireless ports called as ISs have been proposed [50] [34] for provid-
ing convenient and frequent access to high bit-rate connections. Individual ISs on
highways, streets and in airports may function independently, providing specialised
gateways to the Internet and accessing remote servers for information and messages
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[46].
The purpose of introducing IS in this thesis is because of the fact that the wire-
less coverage provided by IS and accessed by the vehicle OBU can be used to make
vehicles as networked devices. These smart vehicles should then be capable of car-
rying out wireless communication with the infrastructure and with other networked
vehicles on the road [41].
2.4.2 Establishing the IS Network
From the IS based m-learning system proposed by [62], it is evident that ISs may
be implemented easily and cost-effectively in highly populated, traffic stricken areas
such as coffee shops, airports and hotels. A radio transceiver provides low-power,
high-data-rate Internet access from an IS to mobile devices in close proximity to the
station [63] [64]. Thus, in the future, an IS may even be located in the centre of a
city, allowing users to download data while moving from one side of a city street to
the other [65] [66].
However, the design of an IS to support the increasing number of mobile phone
and smart phone users raises several key issues, including radio design, multiple
access technologies, layout and coverage, and guaranteeing achievable payloads [2].
A solution to tackle this problem would be to install IS more frequently, at smaller
distances from each other so as to provide a strong and unbroken coverage[67].
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Figure 2.7: An example of the InfoStation network
Thus, a few advantages offered by deploying IS in a vehicular network can be
summarised as follows:
• IS provides a wireless coverage to vehicles thus making vehicles networked and
communication-capable devices.
• IS installed in a particular parking zone can enable parking space information
dissemination to vehicles, thus making interaction between vehicle and parking
possible.
• IS, together with safe wireless DSRC communication can enable secure elec-
tronic payment for parking, thereby increasing the comfort level for drivers.
2.5 Overview of the Context-Aware Systems
2.5.1 Background
The term ‘Context’ is widely used in Computer Science and Software Engineering
and other related fields with different meanings. The absolute meaning of the term
‘context’ depends on the work area in which it is defined.
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For instance, in Artificial Intelligence, the term context is defined as something
that can have an effect on the computations being carried out and includes the
factors both internal and external to the computation. Thus, context refers to the
physical and social situation in which computational devices are embedded [68].
In Natural Language Processing (NLP), context is conceived as all the knowl-
edge that gathers around a specific statement. In the field of NLP, it is of primary
importance not to consider the things that are ‘out of context’. Statements that
may be true in one context might not be so in another and might be absolutely false
in a third context. Thus, context here is dependent on the meaning of one sentence
with due regards to the meaning of other related sentences [69].
In Operating Systems,context defines the smallest amount of data required to
be used by an operating system’s task, and which needs to be saved in order to
allow the task to be interrupted and to be resumed later from the point where it
was interrupted. In Ambient Intelligence (AmI), the notion of ’context’ is perceived
slightly differently where there isn’t a generally accepted definition. Here, ’context’
is characterised by the region of use, the assemblage of entities nearby such as peo-
ple, environmental conditions, and accessible devices [70].
Thus, context-aware systems can be defined as those that have the ability to
adapt themselves to these surrounding aspects. The concept of context-awareness
is described as the ’ability of the computer to sense and act upon information about
its environment, such as location, time, temperature, or user identity.’ The most
commonly used definition of context in AmI systems is offered by Dey who defines
context as ’any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an en-
tity’ where an entity may be a person, a place, or an object relevant to the current
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interaction between a user and an application [70].
Researchers have also classified context in two separate classes, namely personal
context and environmental context. Environmental Context might include factors
such as the time of day, the opening times of public places or the most recent weather
forecast. Personal Context, on the other hand, refers primarily to user profiles such
as user’s interest, experience, attitudes, or beliefs.
Another basis of classifying contexts has been in the form of user’s context and
system’s context. The user’s context explains how observations are made and to
interpret the observations. The system’s context provides a means to compose the
federation of components that observe the user’s context.
Interestingly, various researchers have accepted the formal definition of context
as ’the necessary and sufficient information about a location and its environmental
attributes.’ For example, this might include the examples described in [71] such as
a weather forecast, opening times of public places, a time of a day or other subject
specific factors for instance noise level, temperature, light intensity and movement
and the people, objects, devices and software agents that it contains.
Context might also include the system capabilities to process a given signal and
produce an output that is different from the input, the activities and tasks in which
people and computing entities are engaged, services sought and services on offer,
their situational roles together with their respective beliefs and aimed intentions.
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2.5.2 History of Context-Aware Systems
Schilit and Theimer (1994) were the first to introduce the term context-aware in
1994 where context was defined as location, identities of nearby people, objects,
and changes in these objects over time. Dey and Abowd (2000) defined context as
’any information that can be used to characterise the situation of entities that are
considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including
the user and the application themselves.’ This has become the most widely accepted
definition of context. [72] [73].
2.5.3 Specific Terminology
A few common terms used for embedded computer systems are Ubiquitous Com-
puting / Ambient Intelligence / Pervasive Computing. Although these terms are
often used interchangeably, the primary differences among these terms depend on
the context in which the term is used.
The term ubiquitous computing is generally presented in an academic sense as
a ’manageable and human-centric technology’, currently in the research phase and
will be realised in the years to come [74].
The term ‘pervasive computing’ has been coined by researchers from IBM and
it has a slightly similar implication. The basic idea is to move beyond the per-
sonal computer and to get everyday devices being embedded with technology and
connectivity and also get computing devices to become progressively smaller and
increasingly powerful. Quite similar to ubiquitous computing, pervasive computing
is the result of computer and wireless technology progressing at exponential speeds;
a trend moving towards all the products having hardware and software.
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Pervasive computing goes beyond the realm of laptops, smart phones and PCs,
and proposes that almost any device, ranging from clothing, coffee mugs, household
tools and appliances, cars and motorbikes, homes and most-strikingly the human
body can be embedded with chips to connect to an infinite network of other devices.
Pervasive computing aims to combine the technologies such as wireless computing,
artificial intelligence, voice recognition, and imaging systems to create an environ-
ment that has an embedded and unobtrusive, always-available connectivity [75].
A similar term coined in Europe for research into the topic is ’ambient intelli-
gence’ which has a lot in common with ubiquitous computing. A large number of
technical events, conferences and research projects organised in Europe under the
term ’ambient intelligence’ have topics in congruence with the ones that are equally
accepted in the ubiquitous computing field, albeit with a few subtle differences be-
tween these terms based on their etymological meanings. It can be stated in general
that the basic idea behind these terms is the same and they can, therefore, be used
equally in this thesis. And for the sake of reducing ambiguity, the term ’ambient
intelligence’ will be used throughout with the general meaning, unless otherwise
stated [75].
2.5.4 The Constituent Parts of a Context Aware System
The three essential functionalities of a context aware system are: sensing, thinking
and acting. Systems can be skewed in sophistication towards any of these function-
alities, so where one system maximises performance by utilising a lot of deliberation
and little sensing, another may use complex sensors but perform little reasoning
before acting. What’s more, these functionalities can be set within a centralised or
distributed architecture and over one or more physical devices.
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Figure 2.8: The Constituent Parts of a Context Aware System
2.5.5 Acquiring Context Information using Sensors
Acquiring context information is undoubtedly the foremost prerequisite for any sys-
tem to be context-aware. In the simplest terms, context acquisition can be thought
of as a process where the real world situations are captured, the most significant
features of those captured are formally assessed and an abstract narration is con-
stituted. The universally accepted and prevalent methods to acquire context infor-
mation and make systems context-aware include location tracking, computer vision
and sensor systems along with Bayesian and predictive modelling of users and their
behaviour [76].
A mechanism must be in place for applications to be able to use context infor-
mation, and to deliver such information to the application. In the past, researchers
have devised various types of sensors for different purposes as listed below [77] [58]:
• Light Sensors: A single optical sensor that provides information on light den-
sity, reflection, wavelength and type (natural or artificial).
• Vision: A sensor that provides a wide range of visual information about the
environment, an object’s shape and recognition. Because they are easy to use
and inexpensive, cameras are commonly used.
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• Audio: A variety of methods at different processing costs can extract con-
text information from audio data for analysis. Simple equipment, such as
a microphone, can determine type of background noise, loudness and base
frequency. With more advanced audio sensing and processing, such as identi-
fying a speaker, more sophisticated context can be obtained. Using ultrasonic
sensors provide an interesting aspect to audio context, such as using this equip-
ment to augment human sensory capabilities [78].
• Motion Sensor: Mercury switches, angular sensors, and accelerometers are
typical sensors used to detect motion. A moving car, for example, is detected
by data provided by an accelerometer.
• Location Sensor: Pervasive computing uses parameters such as position, prox-
imity of users, location, co-location, devices and environment as a measure of
acquired context. GPS is often used outdoors for fine-grained location sensing
and cellular network infrastructures. Location sensors are typically embedded
in an in-door environment, such as using radio beacons to sense co-location.
• Bio-Sensors: These sensors can be embedded in the human body to measure
pulse, skin resistance, and blood pressure, for use in sports and medical appli-
cations.
• Surround Sensors: Touch, temperature, air pressure, and other sensors may be
used with more specialised applications, implying an unlimited use for context
sensors [79].
The two classes of context sensors, namely location sensor and surround sensor
can continue to support the wider range of applications in Intelligent Parking design.
A context aware feature added to the vehicle can assist in the intelligent parking
design by sensing the immediate surroundings and gathering relevant information.
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This information could be the size of available vacant parking to check if the park-
ing size is suitable enough to accommodate the vehicle or the distance between two
vehicles parked adjacent to each other.
The location sensors can be of particular importance in transmitting the location
information to the IS and aid in locating a vacant parking at a desired destination.
In brief, the advantages offered by context-aware vehicles in facilitating a smart
parking system can be summarised as follows:
• Sense information about the surroundings and the location
• Share broader information with the infrastructure to facilitate a vacant parking
location and to increase security and traceability
• Enable real-time information sharing among vehicles and infrastructure.
The main objective of locating parking can be achieved if the vehicle information
and parking information can be matched and it can be decided whether the vehicle
is suitable to be parked in a given parking space.
Sensing and sensor technologies are extensively used in fields such as robotics,
industrial automation and production engineering [80]. In these environments, sen-
sors are an essential source of surrounding information that assist in creating useful
solutions. The eventual goal of acquiring this information through sensors is to have
a representation of the world around which approximates the perception of the user.
Based on these investigations, various types of sensors are introduced and as-
sessed for their utility for building context-aware systems with respect to the im-
plied requirements. Therefore, a surround sensor mounted on the vehicle bumpers
should be able to measure the distance between adjacent vehicles in a parking zone
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so that a minimum gap between two vehicles is easily maintained. The location
sensors in the vehicle that use GPS to sense the current position of the vehicle and
transmit that information to the IS are also necessary in making the vehicle context
aware [81].As touched upon in the earlier section, context is solely based on location
together with the concepts of ’cognition, perception, recognition and abstraction’
[40] [82].
2.5.6 Challenges to Overcome In Designing Context-Aware
Systems
Several examples, simulation and prototypes have resulted from the extensive re-
search into context aware computing, demonstrating that context awareness can
positively enhance the working and the suitability dimensions of systems and appli-
cations. In acquiring context information, a location is sensed and then combined
with a few assumptions, a more general context aware system is made.
Though the concept of position and location provides an impressive and uncom-
plicated model for context-aware applications, yet in a number of cases awareness
solely based on location might lack some fragments of information that can be essen-
tial for a system to make it strongly context aware [81] [56]. To acquire information
beyond location would be to add another layer of complexity in sensor applica-
tions. The following issues cover the challenges that are central to the research in
context-awareness:
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2.5.6.1 Positioning sensors for intelligent parking systems
A variety of positioning sensors exist, depending on the specific need. These sensors
are used to detect the activities and locations of people in an environment and are
worn by humans or placed in a room or vehicle. Sensors in vehicles help to auto-
mate certain functionality, such as detecting rain and turning on windscreen wipers,
detecting darkness and turning on headlights, or detecting bad driving by others
or being in too close proximity to another vehicle and generating warning signals.
Wear and tear of car parts can be automatically detected using in-vehicle telematics,
which diagnose and report such problems. Not all cars enjoy this functionality, and
many such devices are still in the experimental stage. An increasing trend towards
using such devices exists, fuelling the way for the smart vehicle [58].
2.5.6.2 How to make use of context
Once the context information has been made available in a system, the next ques-
tion that arises is to identify the usefulness of the context. Another question that
becomes imminent is to spot the range of applications that can be successfully en-
hanced with the acquired context information. Issues of reliability of the acquired
information and then to resolve ambiguity, if any, need to be addressed. The context
information acquired through surround sensors and location sensor efficiently need
to be transmitted to IS and ISC through wireless DSRC, using the wireless coverage
provided by the IS.
2.5.6.3 Associating context acquisition to context use
In any context-aware system, there is expected to be a somewhat close conjunction
between context acquisition and context use. When a system becomes context-
aware, its behaviour is pre-disposed to the general situation /context of use. The
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acquired information through sensors should be relevant to a specific application for
which it is intended. For instance, the information acquired by sensors mounted
on the vehicle should assist in either safe driving of the vehicle by avoiding colli-
sions or should notify the driver if the particular parking spot is large enough to
accommodate the vehicle.
2.6 Earlier Work Done in the Domain
Having defined the primitive concepts and technologies to be used as a basis for this
research, the target is to develop a novel architecture for locating and reserving a
parking space using intelligent mechanisms in order to find the most appropriate
parking that best matches the driver’s preferences and the vehicle’s profile without
distracting the driver. This approach exploits the knowledge and characteristics of
context-aware systems, Vehicle ad-hoc networks and IS infrastructure.
The next theme to be addressed is the motivation that can be drawn from previ-
ous work along similar lines. A glance at reliable literature reveals that researchers
in the field have taken into account the fact that vehicles now-a-days are increasingly
equipped with modern communication accessories, capable of transmitting signals
and information in a wide frequency range.
A deeper analysis of the literature available in the field of intelligent and smart
parking systems has been presented in this section, with an aim of assessing the
current state-of-the-art in smart parking system design. The mechanisms proposed
and employed for ’locating and reserving a vacant parking space’ has been the central
point of focus.
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2.6.1 Parking Lots and Vehicle Entry to the Parking
Much of the current, reputed and popular research reviewed in journals reveal that
automatic parking systems allow customers to drive their cars into a parking bay
and lock the car, at which point a computer-controlled mechanical system takes over.
When picking up a car, a customer enters a code and password and the mechan-
ical system retrieves the car in minutes. Automatic parking systems come with a
variety of vehicle detectors installed and are excellent in areas with limited space
[20] [83].
All of these smart parking systems are available to garage operators who may
use them in combination for optimal service for their customers. An example is the
new Dallas/FortWorth International Airport (DFW) 29-gate terminal and adjoining
eight-level parking garage which provides 8,100 parking spaces and utilises induc-
tive loops to detect vehicles at all key points. The count data is relayed to a central
server for processing, and uses the data to determine the occupancy of various ar-
eas and to display space-available information to drivers on dynamic message signs
throughout the garage [20].
In [21], Gongjun et al. propose a wireless–based intelligent parking system es-
pecially applied to large parking lots. This parking system uses infra-red sensors
to sense vehicles and parking belts to control vehicle entry and exit. Although this
system provides a certain degree of control over vehicle entry and exit into a parking
lot, thereby adding stability to parking use, it is worth trying to propose an archi-
tecture that eliminates the need of sensors on the parking zones. An alternative
approach could be to use the surround sensors which are already mounted on the
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vehicle bumpers; this would inadvertently enhance the context aware characteristics
of the system. The parking system, along with the vehicle’s OBU will then use the
collected information to calculate the size of the available space on the parking zone.
Verroios et al. in [31] have proposed a parking reservation system by deploy-
ing sensors on vehicles. Using VANET, their computational infrastructure informs
the vehicle about an available vacant parking space. Whilst the vehicle is informed
about the available parking, it is left to the vehicle to determine the time required
to reach the parking because the parking can be occupied by another vehicle who
reaches there earlier. A reasonable approach to tackle this issue could be to install
IS and ISC to control the parking zones. With IS and ISC a payment based ar-
chitecture can be introduced, where once a parking is booked by a vehicle, other
vehicles cannot use that parking. This does not rule out the original VANET based
system in its entirety, but only adds to it to avoid dissemination of the same parking
information to multiple vehicles.
Jatuporn et al. in [20] propose a similar parking system which is restricted to
parking lots that cut down on the deployment-extensive and costly infrastructure
and where the available parking lots can still be located effectively. On identifying
a vehicle at the entrance, the proposed wireless sensor mechanism locates a suit-
able parking space for a vehicle and also directs it to that location. The proposed
approach declares wireless sensor heads to be responsible for indentifying vehicles
from motorcycles and pedestrians. This piece of work can be extended further and
the architecture can be applied to on-street parking zones which demand a slightly
more complex management structure as compared to the parking lots.
A mechanism where a vehicle looking for a parking initiates a conversation with
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the infrastructure itself and also informs the infrastructure about the desired park-
ing location, can be obtained by wireless DSRC communication between vehicle and
infrastructure. More information about the non-employing of DSRC for this pur-
pose can be obtained from Kenny [41] who has emphasised it’s disadvantages on
various applications which use DSRC widely. These applications mainly consist of
collision prevention and collision avoidance. The architecture proposed by Kenny
also includes OBU and IS. The infrastructure hierarchy can be extended to ISC and
utilise the high capacity DSRC channel for comfort application of on-street parking
reservation. In relation to this approach, the study conducted by Ghazy and Ozkul
[33] integrates VANET with the RSU to use DSRC for resolving traffic congestion
which is a safety application as much as it is a comfort application. This appli-
cation eliminates many negative impacts when it comes to the economy and the
environment especially during long distance commutes.
2.6.2 Sensor-Based Smart Parking Systems
Although a few significant achievements have been observed and reported in the
above paragraphs with reference to the parking lot domain, introducing context
aware vehicles would be a reasonable approach to simplify many complex architec-
tures. Jie Sun et al. [78] have proposed sensor-based context aware smart cars
imparting a ’complex reasoning’ faculty to the cars. In the general architecture of
these cars, a wide use of various sensors on the sides of the car has been proposed
which sense data from the surroundings. A context-aware feature is proposed along
the same lines by limiting the sensor to just two types: the surround sensor and the
location sensor.
The argument here is that the data collected by these sensors will be sent to the
IS through wireless DSRC, thus aiding the IS with better parking resource man-
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agement. Further work has been established by yet another practical application
by the name of ‘E-Parking’ that combines and streamlines reservation and payment
systems for parking through advanced technologies. Such systems allow drivers to
inquire about parking availability, reserve parking spaces at certain destinations,
and make payments by cell phones, the Internet and DRSC. These systems require
conventional detectors to detect approaching vehicles, and at the same time must be
able to identify customers and their vehicles that have reservations and allow them
to access their spaces. Such systems may also use confirmation codes that when a
customer receives a message on the cell phone as part of the identification process
at the parking lot [20].
In another study, a Parking Guidance Information System, or PGI has been
proposed that provides information about parking space availability in major cities.
Vehicle detectors installed at entrances, exits and individual parking spaces allow
for the collection of data on available and occupied parking spaces. Frequently used
detectors include loop detectors, ultrasonic, microwave, infrared and laser detectors,
and machine vision detectors. These devices collect information such as ’empty’ or
’full’, number of spaces available, the exact location of available spaces and display
them at designated locations to allow drivers to make the needed decisions [20].
These findings are subject to a few limitations as these studies did not evaluate
the use of vehicle OBU to store the electronic payment details of the driver and
communicate them to IS or ISC when needed through wireless DSRC which could
eliminate the need of laser detectors, machine vision sensors, ultrasonic, microwave
and infra-red sensors.
Among the first countries to implement smart parking systems were Germany
and Japan. Most major cities in these countries have several smart parking facilities.
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These facilities provide numerous benefits to both drivers and the parking operator,
including:
• Allowing the customer to readily determine space availability before entering
the garage and/or parking level
• Enabling the customer to plan for transit to public transportation with smart
parking systems such as those employed at Park and Rides
• Allowing the parking operator to use the system data to develop or improve
pricing strategies, predict future parking patterns and trends, and prevent
vehicle thefts
• Enabling the parking operator to reduce staffing for traffic control within the
facility
• Enabling significant reduction in traffic and resulting vehicle emissions by de-
creasing the time required for customers to locate open spaces.
One of the obvious improvements of smart payment systems has been to replace
conventional parking meters by using advanced technologies to provide convenient
and fast payment, improved fine collection rates, and reducing the number of assaults
on parking officials [84]. Such systems use contact (credit cards) and contact-less
(smart cards, RFID cards) methods, and mobile communication devices (mobile
phone services). Payments made for specific parking spaces are used to determine
vacant spaces [20]. The entire payment architecture could be efficiently integrated
into a single framework, initiating the payment from the vehicle OBU with the
debit/credit card details stored in the OBU. A vehicle looking for parking should
be able to pay from the OBU to the ISC and reserve the parking for the desired
duration. This would eliminate the need of much of the physical hardware needed
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as well as the human intervention that would be otherwise needed.
To summarise the investigation conducted so far, although there have been a few
significant achievements in the parking lot domain, a much greater and deeper effort
is required to ensure a fuller integration of various fields of research. The reviewed
research work has individually addressed the various sub-themes of IS based parking
systems, VANET based DSRC parking systems, and the sensor-based context aware
parking system. The research to date has focused mainly on VANET and Vehicle to
Infrastructure communication most probably because the VANET application has
come a long way in designing smart payment systems as well.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, a comprehensive review of the existing literature in the domain of
ITS, smart parking design and related fields has been carried out with an aim of
combining more and more disciplines of research together. Some related concepts
such as VANET, IS and context-aware systems with their specific application to
parking design have been the central theme of the chapter. The historical origin
and general features of these three concepts have been presented with a view to
making the reader aware of the state-of-the-art trends in application of these con-
cepts in parking system design.
The highlight of the chapter was an insight into a number of significant pieces of
research that have been carried out that use VANET, IS and context aware systems
for vehicle identification, entry of a vehicle to a vacant parking spot, and secure
payment for the parking. A detailed account and the key reasons for the widespread
use of these concepts in parking design have been given.
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The research has thrown up many questions that are worthy of being referred
to for further research. It has been successfully argued that a single framework
integrating the above mentioned three concepts should be tried to design a parking
space location and reservation system. The significant points discovered were to use
surround sensors and location sensors to make vehicles context aware, and transmit
the acquired context information to IS and ISC by using VANET based wireless
DSRC communication.
The chapter concludes with a discussion of the challenges that need to be faced
in designing a novel IS based context aware on-street parking system. Many of
these challenges have already been faced by other researchers and suitable solu-
tions/alternatives has also been proposed by them. A few limitations that remain
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The last few years have seen many researchers concentrating their efforts on enhanc-
ing the functional value of the VANET in order to utilise the network of vehicles
available for various security and comfort based applications. The security and pub-
lic safety based applications are mainly focussed on avoiding accidents and loss of
life caused by vehicular driving [28].
With the steady increase of overheads, collision and contention, especially in
high density networks, researchers have turned their attention to using VANET for
security applications like collision detection and avoidance. Authors [31], [80], [85]
and [3] have developed approaches for detecting and avoiding collisions between ve-
hicles without the need for drivers to communicate independently. The proposed
systems make use of sensors mounted on the sides of vehicles to keep track of safe
distances between vehicles and alert the driver if the distance falls under the safe
limit, thereby avoiding a possible collision. The safety applications have become
possible largely due to the ability of VANETs to quickly and reliably disseminate
data to a large number of vehicles.
The work in the thesis applies to on-street parking zones and the research fo-
cuses on designing mechanisms so that drivers will be enabled to locate and reserve
a parking space even whilst they are on the move and have not yet arrived at the
destination. The existing approaches need to be modified as they are expensive by
making costly sensors to be mounted on the parking zones necessary.
A further cost is incurred when a mechanical vehicle-barrier is needed to control
the entry and exit of vehicles in the parking. An element of uncertainty is also associ-
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ated with these architectures as the parking availability information is disseminated
to all the vehicles and the parking is reserved based on a first-come first-served basis.
The architectures lack mechanisms to update other vehicles about the occupancy
of the parking and thus leave a number of vehicles stranded and competing for one
particular parking space.
Therefore, as an extension of VANET and wireless communication and as an
improvement over the above mentioned technologies, the work carried out in this
thesis uses the dual concepts of IS and context-aware systems in conjunction with
the DSRC based wireless communication standard for locating and reserving a park-
ing spot in the on-street parking zones. The information captured by the sensors
mounted on the vehicles make the vehicles context-aware, and the IS installed at
suitable distances provide a uniform wireless coverage to the parking zones.
This novel architecture aims to result in the decrease of the cost of existing
intelligent parking system mechanisms, as the need for costly sensors on the parking
zones, mechanical vehicle-barriers, payment machines and paper-based records for
recording the parking status would be completely eliminated.
3.2 Research Methodology
The step-by-step research methodology used to achieve the predetermined objectives
in this thesis are as follows:
1. Specifying the research problem which is accomplished by an extensive and
concentrated literature survey
2. Simplifying the research by breaking the research problem into smaller prob-
lems that can be solved individually
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3. Finding and developing techniques to solve these problems
4. Improving and expanding the techniques applied to the solutions
5. Evaluating and examining the research concept via the formalising and vali-
dation tools
6. Analysing the research strength and organising the documentation.
The investigation in this thesis has been established using a literature review
covering VANET overview and smart-parking system in VANET. In the literature
review, an overview was introduced in VANET to give a general observation of the
VANET characteristics and applications.
It then discussed the smart-parking system in VANET in depth, as the main
objective in this thesis is to design a new smart-parking system to improve the sys-
tem’s performance in terms of relieving traffic congestion and increasing the uptake
of the system’s usage.
3.3 The Key Concepts of the Research
The thesis has introduced the architecture of the IS based context-aware on-street
parking system and two key concepts in order to manage the work flow of the
architecture. The concepts include mechanisms that find a vacant parking space
whenever a vehicle requests parking, and reserve a vacant parking space when the
vehicle makes the necessary payment.
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3.3.1 Locating and Reserving Parking using the On-street
Parking System
This part refers to the parking space reservation, starting from the instance the
driver sends a request for a parking space. The parking reservation scheme pre-
sented here is based on the concept of context-awareness. The design of vehicle
parking system using the concept of context-awareness imparts an intelligent fea-
ture to the parking space’s locating and booking system which has the potential to
overcome the shortcomings of the existing parking system mechanisms.
The implementation of the system will use an OBU to communicate with the IS
and a group of sensors that would enable the vehicle to gather information about the
parking intelligently. The proposed system allows for communication between the
vehicle and the parking taking place by the means of a set of ISs deployed alongside
the parking zones. The context aware architecture is based on VANET that uses
the DSRC standard to deliver packets from vehicle to IS and IS to vehicle.
It is presumed that each vehicle is equipped with physical surround sensing sen-
sors. These sensors provide the OBU with the details of the location and distance
of nearby vehicles in the parking zone. Thus, the OBU can help the IS to analyse
the location and size of the free parking space and allocate it to a suitable vehicle.
Here, the system checks the vacancy of the parking space regardless of the lo-
cation and size of the space of the parking zone. A mechanism for controlling the
allocation and calculation of parking spaces to assist the IS to manage and utilise
the free spaces in the parking zone using the vehicle sensors is necessary. Basically
the task of the IS here is to check the validity of the vacant parking space to suit
the size of the vehicle. Based on the vehicle information, the IS will start matching
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the vehicle size with the vacant spaces list and validate the parking spaces.
3.3.2 Evaluation of the On-street Parking System
The IS based context-aware on-street parking system is fully formalised in the CCA
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Figure 3.1: on-street parking system mechanism evaluation
The proposed parking reservation architecture has been formalised using the
CCA notation in the form of Textual and Graphical representation. The execution
environment of the CCA, namely the Calculus of Context-aware Ambients Pro-
gramming Language (ccaPL) is used to prove and validate the parking reservation
mechanism.
3.4 Assumptions




• Vehicles are equipped with a number of sensors including GPS and surround
sensors
• The vehicle profile, driver profile and the driver preferences are also a resource
of contextual data
• Vehicles are equipped with OBU, preloaded with a digital map
• The parking zones are managed by the Local Traffic Authority
• Vehicles collect information about the parking environment and activity from
nearby IS
• The system utilises the DSRC as the means of communication between the
vehicles, IS and ISC.
3.5 Overview of the Concept of Ambient
In this chapter, we present the concept of the computational model which will act
as a base for the forthcoming work. We begin with an introduction to the context-
aware systems and then move on to the modelling methods of such systems. The
fundamental concept in our computational model is that of the ’ambient’ which has
in recent years been an integral part of formal modelling. An ambient can be defined
as a bounded region where some computation takes place.
An ambient is an entity used to describe any object or component (e.g. person,
process, device or a location) in a system [86].By ‘bounded region’ we mean that
there are two separate environments: one inside the boundary of the ambient, and
the other outside the ambient boundary.
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One of the most important properties of ambient is that an ambient can be
nested within other ambient. For example, there can be an ambient called vehicle
and another ambient called parking. But when that vehicle is parked in that par-
ticular parking then the ambient is said to be nested. Another property of ambient
is mobility i.e. the ability to move from one location to another. Ambient moves
as a whole; all the processes executed inside the ambient move collectively with
the ambient. Recalling the Smart phone example, if the Smart phone is taken to a
different location, all the files and applications contained in the Smart phone move
accordingly and naturally.
An ambient is defined using the following universal structure:
• Each ambient has a name that differentiates the ambient from other ambient
and helps in identifying the ambient. Identifying an ambient with a name
organises and smoothens the moving in and moving out operations of the
ambient, and facilitates the communication of an ambient with other ambient.
• Each ambient has a process which represents the behaviour of the ambient.
These processes run directly within the ambient and define the capabilities of
the ambient. For example, they can instruct the ambient to move.
• An ambient is allowed to have a collection of sub-ambient which are defined
by its own name and can further have its own sub-ambient, thus allowing the
set of ambient to be represented hierarchically.
An ambient can come in relation with other ambient and there are three possible
relations among ambient: parent, child and siblings, as will be described in depth in
the coming sections. Based on the relationships between the ambient, various terms
are used to identify and define the environment of an ambient: parent ambient, child
ambient and sibling ambient. In terms of context-awareness, an ambient is aware of
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its surrounding environments, i.e. an ambient has the ability to sense the context
around it. For example, in the context aware on-street parking system, the ambient
vehicle gains awareness of its surroundings with the help of the sensors mounted on
the vehicle bumpers.
Thus, we are in a position to present a formal definition of an ambient: Ambient:
is a bounded place where computations happen. It has a name, a boundary, and
can have other ambient inside it. An ambient has the ability to move from one
location to another as well as the ability to communicate with other ambient [87].
When an ambient has the knowledge of its surrounding environment, it is said to
be context-aware.
3.6 The Calculus of Context-aware Ambients (CCA)
The dual concepts of mobility and context-awareness are fundamental to the devel-
opment of pervasive computing systems that define the next-generation computers
that are becoming increasingly smaller and subtly embedded into everyday life. As
mentioned earlier, the concept of mobility implies that a component has the ability
to move from one location to another and the concept of context-awareness states
that the computations (processes) taking place inside the mobile systems have the
knowledge about their surrounding environment which includes information about
the location, the parent and the child ambient and the processes executed. An
ambient might use the information to adapt its behaviour according to the current
situation.
Context-aware systems are a component of a ubiquitous computing or pervasive
computing environment which offers any time, anywhere, anyone computing by de-
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coupling users from devices. To provide adequate service for the users, applications
and services should be aware of their contexts and automatically adapt to their
changing environment. Context is defined by means of three important aspects:
• The location of the ambient i.e. where the ambient is currently situated
• The surrounding environment of the ambient i.e. who the ambient is with,
and
• The available resources that can be used by the ambient to execute necessary
processes [72].
Calculus of Context-aware Ambient (CCA) is a mathematical notation to rep-
resent ambient. It falls under the category of process calculus used to model the
behaviour of context aware ambients [88]. CCA comes out with new constructs to
enable ambients and processes to gain awareness of their environment. F.Siewe et
al. in [88] have also proved that CCA succeeds in encoding π- calculus which is
known to be a universal model of computation and provides a comprehensive lin-
guistic support for modelling context-aware and mobile systems [89] [90].
The context includes information about the ambient, the location of the ambient,
the surrounding ambients (i.e. parent, child and sibling ambients), the processes
executed by the ambients, ambient preferences and ambient profiles to name a few.
CCA has laid down a universal syntax to express and formalize any context-aware
system [91]. The simplest entities that form the notation of CCA are names used to
name the ambients where ambients may be users, locations or devices. The names
of ambients in CCA are always written in lower-case letters. CCA is classified into













x(ỹ).P process abstraction x
Table 3.1: Processes syntax of CCA
The process n[P ] designates an ambient named n where P is the process that de-
scribes its behaviour and characteristics. The pair of square brackets [ and ] outlines
the boundary of that ambient, and everything that lies between those brackets is a
part of the ambient behaviour. The process of an ambient connotes the functions
and operations executed by the ambient. In CCA, the process P |Q indicates that
process P is operating in parallel with process Q. The process 0 does nothing and
terminates immediately. The process (vn)P indicates that the scope of the name n
is restricted to the process P . Finally !P is a process which can create a new replica
of the process P . e.g. , !P = P |!P [38].
A context expression specifies the condition that should hold true when matched
with the environment of the executing process. The context-guarded prefix k?M : P
is a process that performs the capability M followed by the process P if, and only
if the surrounding environment satisfies the condition which is defined by the con-
text expression (k). The context-guarded prefix functions very much similar to the
‘if-then’ statement used on most of the programming languages. The ‘if-then’ state-
ment means that if the condition specified by the ‘if’ statement is satisfied then
the action specified by ‘then’ statement should be carried out. The use of context-
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guarded prefix is one of the two main mechanisms for context acquisition in CCA
[38].
The second mechanism used for context acquisition is the ‘call to a process ab-
straction’ denoted by x(ỹ).P . This symbol denotes the linking of the name x to the
process P , where (ỹ) is a list of formal parameters. A name x can be linked to more
than one process in a different ambient. For example, a name x can be linked to a
process P in ambient n and to process Q in ambient m [38].
A call to a process abstraction named x is done by the executing ambient by
performing the capability αx < z̃ > where α specifies the location where the process
abstraction is defined and (z̃) is the list of actual formal parameters [38].
3.6.2 Location
As ambient has the capability to communicate with each other, the location of
an ambient is an important parameter used as a reference by the communicating
ambient. An ambient can exchange messages with a parent ambient, a child ambient
or a sibling ambient. In CCA, the location α is denoted by ‘↓ for any parent ambient,
by ‘↓’ for any child ambient and by ‘::’ for any sibling ambient. More specifically,
the parent of an ambient named nis denoted by ‘n ↓, the child of any ambient n is
denoted by ‘n ↑’ and the sibling of any ambient n is denoted by ‘n ::’. CCA also
allows an ambient to refer to itself (self-communication) using the symbol ε. Table











Table 3.2: Location syntax of CCA
3.6.3 Capabilities
Capabilities to send a message:
• 〈a〉: capability to send a message a to the parent
• n ↑〈a〉: capability to send a message a to the parent ambient n
• ↑〈a〉: capability to send a message a to any parent ambient
• n↓〈a〉: capability to send a message a to the child ambient n
• ↓〈a〉: capability to send a message a to the sibling ambient n
• n :: 〈a〉: capability to send a message a to the sibling ambient n
Capability to receive a message:
• (a): capability to receive a message a from self
• n ↑(a): capability to receive a message a from the parent ambient n
• ↑(a): capability to receive a message a from any parent ambient
• n↓(a): capability to receive a message a from the child ambient n
• ↓(a): capability to receive a message a from any child ambient
• n :: (a): capability to receive a message a from the sibling ambient n
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CCA specifies two basic types of capabilities for ambient: the mobility capabili-
ties which enable an ambient to move around its environment, in and out and a few
communication capabilities, also known as ‘handshaking’ capabilities [88]. Accord-
ing to the mobility capabilities, an ambient can perform the capability ’in’ to move
into a sibling ambient named n, and the capability ’out’ to move out of its current
parent ambient [38].
A process call αx 〈ỹ〉 indicates a process that is linked to x at location α. A
process call takes place only if the corresponding process abstraction is available
at the specified location. Using the capability α 〈ỹ〉, an ambient can send a list of
names to a location α. To receive a list of names from a location α, an ambient
needs to perform the capability α 〈ỹ〉 [38].
An ambient named n can be deleted by using the capability deln, but only
under the condition that if the ambient is of the form n[0], i.e. empty/ineffectual
ambient. The capability del is considered as a garbage collector that deletes empty
ambient which has no more computations to execute, i.e. n[0] [38]. In terms of
communication capabilities, an ambient can communicate with the parent ambient,
the child ambient or with the sibling ambient. An ambient can send a message to
another ambient or can receive a message from another ambient.
3.6.4 Context Model
An ambient is the basic structure that represents any entity in CCA. As mentioned
before, an ambient has a name, a boundary and can be nested inside other ambient,
which allows for a set of ambient to be represented hierarchically. A context model
consists of nil, hole, location, parallel composition and restriction as the basic syn-
taxes that help to define the context expression (CE).
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A hole, which is denoted by , is a spatial context that represents the position
of the executing process in the system. For example, let us say that a system is
modelled by the process P | n[Q | m[R | S]]. So, the context of the process R in
that system is P | n[Q | m[ | S]], and that of the ambient named m is P | n[Q | ],
and that of ambient n is P | []|m[R|S] [38].
In Table 3.3, E represents the context, n stands for names and P denotes the
process. The context 0 represents an empty (ineffectual) context, which does not
provide any information. The hole  indicates the position of a process in that
process’s context. The context n[E] signifies that the context E is the internal
context of the ambient n. The context P |E indicates that the process P operates
in parallel with the context E. The last context (n)E refers to a name restriction,
in which the name n is restricted to the context E [87].
3.6.4.1 Context expressions
A context is any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an
entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the
interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications
themselves. A context expression (CE) is a predicate that states the condition the
environment of the executing process must meet. Context Expressions will be dealt
with in detail in chapter 5, ‘Reserving the parking space formalisation’.
The CE True always holds, whenever it indicates the value true. The CE •
holds for the hole context only, i.e. it represents the process evaluating that context
expression. For the CE n = m, it applies only if the names n and m match exactly.
Such CE is important for checking if two messages have got the same content or
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K ::= Context Expression
True true




k1 ∧ k2 conjunction
n[k] location
new(n, k) revelation
⊕k Spatial next modality
GE somewhere modality
Ex.k existential quantification
Table 3.3: Context expressions syntax
not. The first order logic operators ¬ (negation), ∧ (and) and E (there exist) hold
valid in CCA and expand their standard meaning to CEs [38].
The CE k1|k2 holds for a context if that context is a parallel composition of two
contexts such that k1 holds for one and k2 holds for the other. The CE n[k] holds
for a context if that context is an ambient named n such that k holds inside that
ambient. The CE new(n, k) holds for a context if that context imposes a restriction
of the name n to another context for which k holds true. The CE ⊕k holds for
a context if that context has a child context for which k holds true. The CE Gk
holds for a context if there exists somewhere in that context a sub-context for which
k holds. The operator ⊕ is called as spatial next modality and the operator G is
known as somewhere modality [87] [88].
3.7 Graphical Representation of an ambient
Recalling the definition of ambient from section 3.1, an ambient can be defined as
a bounded region where some computation takes place. An ambient is an entity
used to describe any object or component (e.g. person, process, device, location,
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etc.) in a system [86]. As an ambient is identified through a name, it is present in
some environments and executes some processes at a given time, any ambient can
be represented graphically as follows:
Where
• n: is the name of the ambient.
• P: is the name of a process that represents the behaviour of the ambient n.
The graph mentioned above is textually read as n[P], where n indicates the am-
bient’s name and P is the process (computation) describing the behaviour of the
ambient at that point of time. For example, a Smart phone can be modelled as
Sphone[P] , where Sphone is the ambient name of the Smart phone and P encom-
passes the functionalities of the Smart phone. As mentioned in the introduction,
an ambient can also have other ambients inside its boundaries, allowing a set of
ambients to be represented hierarchically. For example, the following figure shows
an ambient ‘n’ having an ambient ‘m’ inside [38] [88].
When two ambients act in the same environment and share a context between
them, then the two ambients are said to be in relation with other ambients and
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there are three possible relations among ambients: parent, child and siblings. These
relations are described graphically as follows:
• An ambient n is said to be a parent to an ambient m if the ambient m is
contained inside the ambient n, as depicted in the following graph.
Here, the ambient m is said to be a child to ambient n.
• An ambient n is a sibling to an ambient m, if both m and n share the same
parent.
Ambient n is a sibling to ambient m as represented in the following graph:
The symbol ‘::’ represents a sibling ambient. The graphical representation
of ambient is a fundamental step in defining the behaviour (formalisation)
of any context aware system. The formalisation is done using CCA, so it is
important to mention some of the CCA capabilities that we are going to use
while working with ambients in this section.
• The first CCA capability used is the ‘handshaking’ process.
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An ambient is capable of communicating (send/receive messages) with other
ambients in its surroundings. Those ambients can be the parent, child or the
sibling ambients. This course of action of exchanging messages is done by
using handshaking. For example, if an ambient n sends a message, say 2,
to an ambient m then the ambient m also has to be able to receive such a
message from ambient n to complete the process of message exchange. This
mechanism of completion of message exchange between the ambients is called
‘handshaking’.
Symbolically n :: 〈x〉 represents the capability to send a message ‘x’ to the
sibling ambient ‘n’ and m :: (x) represents the capability to receive a message
‘x’ from the sibling ambient ‘m’. In the following figure, ambient ‘n’ sends a
message ‘2’ and the sibling ambient ‘m’ receives the message, as characterised
by the symbols [38] [88].
An ambient can also perform the procedure of handshaking with a parent am-
bient or a child ambient, using the symbols ↑and↓, respectively. Symbolically,
n ↑ 〈x〉 represents the capability of an ambient to send a massage ‘x’ to the
parent ambient ‘n’. Similarly m ↓ (x) represents the capability of an ambient
to receive a message ‘x’ from the child ambient ‘m’.
• The next CCA capability used is the ‘mobility’.
An ambient has the ability to move in the surrounding region of its environ-
ment. An ambient is allowed either to move into a sibling ambient, or out
of its parent ambient. As a default process, if an ambient moves around its
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environment, then the entire child ambients of this ambient necessarily have
to move with it.
In CCA, an ambient has two mobility capabilities: in and out. An ambient
can perform the capability ’in’ m to move into a sibling ambient m as shown
in the following graph. Here the ambient n moves into the sibling ambient n.
Similarly, an ambient can perform the capability ’out’ to move out of its current
parent as shown in the graph below. Here the ambient n moves out of the
sibling ambient m.
In terms of context-awareness, an ambient has the ability to sense its sur-
roundings (other ambients) in the environment. Basically, the knowledge of
the parent ambient, the child ambients and the sibling ambients around a
specific ambient identify the environment of that ambient. The ambient is
supposed to be located inside the parent ambient. For example, in the graph
below we say that p is the location of the ambient n since ambient n is located
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inside the parent ambient p. Similarly, the environment of the ambient m in
the same graph includes the ambients p, n, a and b [38] [88].
Now that we have a clear understanding of what an ambient means and the
characteristics that give it the potential to model any entity in a system, therefore
in the next section, we present the basics of the context-aware on-street parking
system in CCA. We will begin with identifying the ambients, their environment,
and the communication and mobility between various ambients.
3.8 Modelling the System in CCA
As mentioned in the previous section, CCA is a process calculus based on the notion
of ambients. An ambient is aware of its context/environment. The environment of
an ambient is defined by other ambients around it. Ambients are the basic structure
used to model the entities of a context-aware system. As we know, an ambient
has a name, a boundary, a set of processes to execute, and can be a part of other
ambients or can contain other ambients. An ambient is also qualified to move from
one location to another by performing the mobility capabilities of ’in’ and ’out.’
Therefore the structure of CCA expressions at any time consists of a hierarchy of
nested ambients. As the process begins to execute, the hierarchical structure can
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show up some changes [88].
As stated above, CCA is used to model ambients in terms of the processes exe-
cuted by the ambients, their location, mobility and communication capabilities. For
modelling in CCA, an ambient first has to be modelled graphically, displaying all
the neighbouring ambients in the context. So in this section, we demonstrate the
graphical model of the context aware on-street parking system.
The ambients in our proposed system will be the parking zones, vehicles and
drivers. The graphical modelling an ambient with respect to its context, its mobility
and communication capabilities is presented as follows. We begin with modelling
the vehicles as an ambient named vehicle. The context of the vehicle is represented
by the vehicle’s location, the neighbouring vehicles, surrounding environment of the
vehicle, available parking resources etc.
Where Pvehicle is a process specifying the functionality of the ambient vehicle.
CCA models an ambient considering the location of the ambient where location of
an ambient is modelled as a parent ambient and the ambient that is located inside
the parent ambient is modelled as a child ambient. For example, if the vehicle is
parked in a parking zone, then the location of the vehicle can be modelled as follows,




The next graph represents an ambient driver located inside the ambient vehicle.
The ambient vehicle is itself located in another ambient parking.
The parking zone may contain more than one vehicle denoted by vehicle1, ve-
hicle2 and so on. The environment of each vehicle is composed of every ambient
around that vehicle (parking, vehicle1, driver1, vehicle2 and driver2 etc).
Syntactically, this graph is represented as follows:
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Parking [ V ehicle1 [ Driver1 [ PDriver1 ] | PV ehicle1 ]
| V ehicle2 [ Driver2 [ PDriver2 ] | PV ehicle2 ]
| PParking ]
An ambient vehicle can be mobile; it can move around within its environment.
In CCA, as already mentioned, ’in’ and ’out’ are two essential mobility capabilities
that enable ambients to move in or out of a particular location. The capability ’in’
is used by the ambient vehicle to move inside a sibling ambient. An ambient can
use the capability ’out’ to move out of its parent ambient.
As ambients can be represented hierarchically, when an ambient moves around
in its environment, all its child ambients move with it. For example, the vehicle1
can move out of parking and then move in again by performing the capabilities ’out’
and ’in’ respectively, noting that the driver ambient is a child ambient to vehicle1




Let us recall the ’handshaking’ process where an ambient uses its communication
primitives to send and receive messages from neighbouring ambients. In the context-
aware on-street parking system, if the driver sends a parking request from the vehicle
to the parking zone, then it is a parent-child communication. If the driver sends a
message to a neighbouring vehicle that is within the range of the desired parking
IS, then it is a sibling-sibling communication (i.e. both the vehicles have the same
parking IS as the parent ambient).
3.10 Summary
The chapter introduced the concept of the computational model which is based on
the notion of an ambient. The characteristics of ambient were defined and it was
explained why an ambient is the perfect candidate to represent any entity or object
in a context-aware system. The two important capabilities of ambient were high-
lighted: the communication primitive and the mobility primitive which allow the
ambient to send/receive information to/from other ambient and to move in/out of
other ambient. The chapter also presented an introduction to two modelling meth-
ods of ambient: mathematical and graphical.
The next major part of the chapter was the introduction to Calculus of Context-
aware Ambient (CCA). CCA was defined as one of the process calculus methods
that provide a mathematical notation suitable for formally specifying an ambient.
The sections that followed illustrated the syntax of CCA in terms of processes and
capabilities, explained the informal semantics and illustrated some examples. These
syntax and semantics of CCA help to describe the context model and context ex-
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pressions of communication and mobility taking place between ambient.
In the last part of the chapter, we presented a few graphical models of context-
aware on-street parking system in CCA. In the next chapter, we will present a







• To propose a novel context-aware intelligent parking system architecture in
VANET
• To define the components of the proposed system architecture
• To explain the three tiers used in the context-aware intelligent parking system
• To describe the technique for requesting on-street parking space
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4.1 Introduction
VANET is a new technology that treats moving vehicles as nodes in a network. Us-
ing the DSRC, vehicles in VANET can communicate with each others or with RSU
which in turn can communicate with the entire network using any of the available
communication medium. As shown earlier in chapter two, these types of communi-
cation can be classified into three domains: in-vehicle (i.e. communication between
the AU and the OBU), ad hoc (i.e. V2V or V2I) and the infrastructural domain
(i.e. RSU communicate with any host such as internet) [29] [36].
Context-aware systems are those system which have the ability to sense the sur-
rounding environmental context using different kinds of sensors, reason about this
context and then provide appropriate services to users according to current context.
Three subsystems have to be involved in any system to be context-aware which are
sensing, reasoning and acting subsystems [58].
This chapter present a novel context-aware intelligent parking system architec-
ture in VANET, with a thorough explanation for its components. The mechanism
for finding a free on-street parking space, based on the proposed architecture is also
illustrated. The architecture utilises the ad hoc and the infrastructural domains of
VANET and is based on the concept of a context-aware system, in which it comprises
three tiers which are vehicle with OBU, IS and ISC, and constitutes three subsys-
tems: sensing; reasoning and acting subsystems which denote the three subsystems
of the context-aware system. Using this proposed technique the architecture has
been built to locate and reserve a parking area in the desired destination based on
the request of the driver.
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4.2 Finding On-street Parking Technique
This section, using an automated system presents a novel technique for requesting
a parking space in a specific area based on driver’s preferences, estimated time for
arrival, vehicle preferences and several other inputs. The flowchart in Figure 4.1
explains the process of requesting a parking space on a specific area. The driver
sends a request message which contains information about the driver (i.e. disabled
or non-disabled), duration of stay in the parking place, parking type (i.e. free of
charge), the area in which the parking place is needed, vehicle size and the current
location of the vehicle. These information can be obtained from sensors, including
physical and logical sensors, such as ultrasonic, driver profile, vehicle profile, driver
preferences and the GPS.
The request will be sent via the DSRC wireless device equipped within the vehi-
cle to the nearest IS using the wireless access technology provided by VANET. The
RSU forwards the request to the ISC in order to find a parking space according to
driver’s request. In the ISC, the location calculator will match the request received
from driver with its database depending on certain criteria, the database contains
information provided by all ISs in the area (i.e. available parking type, permit du-
ration, available space and the address of parking zones).
If there is any match for the request, the IS will send back a message to the IS
which in turn will forward it to the vehicle, the message contains information about
the place of the parking zone and the place in which the vehicle has to park. In the
case where there is no match for the driver request, the alternative space calculator
will find the alternative options with respect to the requested information, and a
message with a set of options will be send back to the IS in order to sent it back to
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Driver profile Vehicle profileGPS
Transferring the collected data to a machine readable form
Sending a request to the nearest IS which in turn 
forwarding it to the InfoStation Centre
Return  the data (Parking information) to the IS
IS send back the data to the vehicle
Send back a message to vehicle (No parking)
is there an alternative space
No
Yes
Figure 4.1: Finding on-street parking technique
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Figure 4.2: Intelligent parking system hierarchy
the vehicle.
Based on the above technique, the system has been divided into three separate
tiers consisting of the building blocks shown in Figure 4.2. In the following section,
each tier will be illustrated in detail:
• FirstT ier: This tier consists of vehicles equipped with OBUs which allows
each vehicle to communicate with the parking system ISs via DSRC provided
by VANET in order to send request message. These vehicles can be distributed
at any given point in time such that some of the vehicles fall in the range of an
IS, while others might not fall in the range of any IS. vehicles that fall in the
range of the IS are adequate enough to send their requests to the IS directly,
while those out of the range of the ISs, have to make their request through
other neighbouring vehicles.
The vehicle’s OBU is equipped with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) where
the driver can interact with the system in terms of sending request and receiv-
ing information for the desired parking. Messages sent by the driver and those
received back are all displayed on the OBU’s screen. The OBU is defined as
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a wireless access in vehicular environments (WAVE) device that can operate
when in motion and supports information exchange with IS or other OBUs
[30].
The vehicles also have two types of sensors mounted on them. The first type
of sensors are mounted on the bumper of the car (on the sides of the car),
which are called the ’surround sensors’. These sensors are used to calculate
the distance of the vehicle with the nearby vehicles in the parking zone in
order to check if the distance between the vehicles is maintained as per the
requirements. The second type of sensors is called the GPS sensors that are
mounted on the top of the vehicles, which sense the location of the vehicle. The
information sensed by both the types of sensors is displayed on the OBU.The
OBU may also include additional resources such as network interfaces and
security devices [30].
• SecondT ier: This tier constitutes ISs, which act as RSUs for the parking
zone. The IS is a node that is stationary while in operation and usually
mounted along the roadside, and it hosts an application that provides required
service to the OBU installed in the vehicles [30]. An IS contains a detailed
information about the parking zone and its policies (including information
about the available space, type of parking zone, location and the permit time
of stay). The suggested parking place may be free or might be suitable for
short stay only etc. The IS provides an effective way to facilitate the parking
services for mobile vehicles on the road. The vehicles are already equipped
with an OBU. When the vehicles are looking for parking space, the OBU
sends a request to the IS.
As described in the subsequent sections, the message sent by the OBU contains
detailed information about the required parking place, it also contains all the
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information about the parking preferences that the driver is looking for. The
IS receives the message from an OBU and forwards it to an ISC in order to
match the request with the database stored in the ISc, and then relays an
appropriate reply back to the vehicle. This reply is again shown to the driver
on the display of the OBU. This communication between the vehicle OBU and
the IS is provided through the DSRC, regardless of whether the communication
is V2V or V2I. The ISs assumed to support the standard VANET connection
DSRC in order to provide sufficient access for vehicles.
ISs unit along the parking zones contains the latest parking details and polices
an it usually synchronise this information with the ISc in order to keep it up
to date [39] [87]
• ThirdT ier: The ISC (the core of the IS system) is considered as third tier in
the proposed system. It controls the ISs and is responsible for matching the
driver’s request and finding either the appropriate parking place or alternative
options with regards to the received request. The ISC is synchronised and is
updated with the ISs, this includes parking zones (i.e. vacancy of the parking,
parking policies, payments process, etc.). It is preferred that the ISs across the
system are connected to the ISC with a wireless communication, but in remote
and physically difficult terrains where installing internet towers and antennas
might not be feasible, it is proposed that direct cable is used to provide an
efficient, reliable and secure communication.
Dividing the system into three tiers makes the process of searching and reserving
a parking space methodical, and facilitates the transformation of requests from
vehicles to ISC. In the following sections, the proposed architecture which is divided
into three blocks based on the above tiers will be illustrated in detail.
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4.3 The Architecture
This section enlists the principal parts of the architecture and their functions. Fig-
ure 4.3 depicts the proposed architecture of the intelligent parking system with the
main components listed as blocks, and their interaction represented by horizontal
and vertical connections. Once the basic components of the parking system have
been identified and listed, we will then explain the full details of each of the com-
ponents.
In fact, each component of the system is accomplished to provide more than one
service to complete the process of the intelligent context-aware parking system. For
instance, the vehicle in this system can act as a client requesting for a free parking
space and at the same time it can also act as a mediator node forwarding other
vehicles’ request, which are not able to communicate with the IS directly.
Full definitions of the parking system information, including parking policies and
request message will be explained in Chapter 5.
The architecture aims more at explaining the overall concepts involved in the
intelligent parking system, than illustrating the details of the implementation. So,
first the contents of the system components will be explained in details starting from
the vehicle contents, the IS contents and the ISC contents. Later, the steps carried
out by each and every block in the execution of the parking reservation process, the
steps involved in enabling the communication between the nodes will be explained
along with the proposed system technique.
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Figure 4.3: Intelligent parking system architecture
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4.3.1 Vehicle block
The initiation of the parking space request always starts from the vehicles side (i.e.
the service user). This request usually involves different devices on the vehicle,
together with the driver interaction to process and forward the parking request.
In fact, to demonstrate all the tasks carried out by the vehicles in requesting and
reserving a parking space we need to identify the key process and outline all the
operations involved in the parking reserving mechanism.
4.3.1.1 The Sensing units
In order for the system to be based on accurate and actual data resources we must
take into account the reliability of its functionality. Using different types of sensors
(including physical and logical sensors) will provide the user with usable data to
assist the requesting process. Considering the way the data is captured using sensors,
the context can be captured in three different ways: physical, virtual and logical
sensing [92]. Based on the above said methods of sensing, our sensing system will
include the following two major types of sensors:
• Surround sensors: The surround sensing system (vehicle parking aid sensors)
is a physical sensor mounted on the sides of the vehicle to detect the parking
environment. When a vehicle arrives at a parking zone, the parking policies
state that the vehicle should maintain a gap of 120cm with another vehicle,
on any one side of the vehicle. The surround sensors sense the gap and help
the vehicle to adjust the gap to 120cm. These sensors utilise an ultrasonic
wave emission technology to detect the other vehicles within a pre-specified
distance. The sensors mounted on the vehicles emit ultrasonic pulses, and
these pulses get reflected if they hit an obstacle. Depending on the time taken
by the pulses to reach back to the vehicle, the distance is calculated [52] [93].
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With respect to our system, the free parking spaces (in a parking zone) will be
identified based on gathered information from the parked vehicle sensors. The
surround sensors will capture the front and rear distance information and pass
it to the OBU to process the data and figure out the vehicle position and free
spaces as well (on the parking zone). Once the vehicles complete the parking
process; the information will be passed to the parking zone IS to keep it up to
date with information regarding the free and occupied parking space.
• Location sensor Modern vehicles nowadays came equipped with a location
system detector (sensor), commonly known as a Global Positioning System
(GPS) mounted on the top of the vehicle. It is a satellite-based system which
provides a continuous positioning and timing information, anywhere in the
world under any weather conditions [94].
This positioning information is very useful for the vehicles as it helps the IS to
allocate the right parking zone to the vehicle in the right time. The process of
finding a vehicle position starts from the GPS receiver. It receives the satellites
signals and then passes it to the navigation system to figure out the actual
vehicle position based on the standard geographic map coordinates.
• Vehicle profile: This profile contains information pertaining to the vehicles
description such as vehicles make, type and size. In fact, the ISs will use the
vehicle registration number to find out all information about the vehicle. This
important information is needed by the ISs to allocate the right parking space
for the right vehicle.
• Driver profile: This profile contains all needed driver’s information. The
driver’s profile proposed to contains the official information that are regis-
tered on the driver license such as license identification number, driver name,
medical conditions and any additional information that may used by the park-
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ing system. In terms of security, this information proposed is to be registered
with an official organisations such as the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency
(DVLA) in the UK.
4.3.1.2 The on-board unit
An On-Board Unit is a device in the vehicle having communication capabilities
(wireless and/or wired) allowing the Application Unit (AU) to executing a single
application or a set of applications depending on the user priorities [28]. The mes-
sage sent by the driver and those received back are all displayed on the OBU’s
screen, which is fitted with a GUI is will shown later.
The OBU allows the vehicle to utilise both, the in-vehicle domain and the ad-
hoc domain. The ad hoc domain will allow the vehicle to communicate with ISs
(parking zones) directly (or via other vehicles) along the road using the DSRC
wireless communication provided by its OBU. The ISs may allow OBUs to access
the infrastructure and, consequently, to be linked to the network resources [28]
including the parking services. Thus, the components of the OBU and the major
functions performed by them can be summarized as follows:
• User Interfaces: The OBU employ a mixture of UIs to allow the driver to
interact with the vehicle in different ways. It may provide visual displays,
buzzer alert, speech enunciators and keypad interfaces to reflect application
actions. The OBU may also include additional resources such as network
interfaces and security devices. Our proposed architecture is designed in such
a manner so as to enable a wide range of applications to be supported by an
OBU at the lowest possible cost [30].
• Data repository: The data repository is an essential component on OBU. It
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will store all data that may need by the system such as vehicle information,
driver information and a digital map. This component also stores the driver
and the vehicle profiles.
• Digital map: The OBU data repository will contain the preloaded digital map
of the roads and the transport informant to assist the navigation system. This
map and the GPS will provide the direction, arrival time and the full journey
route to the proposed system. The map related functions of a navigation
system are: map matching (to correct the positioning), route calculation (to
determine the best route), route guidance (to give turn-by-turn instructions
to the required destination. The digital map has to fulfil quality criteria such
as correctness, completeness, up-to-datedness and accuracy.
For route guidance these criteria are highly severe and the accuracy strictly
needs to be adhered to. The data must also contain a high volume of traffic
attributes (one-way streets, banded turns, complex intersections, etc.) which
are necessary to give the driver the correct instructions next turn. This is the
essence of the navigable digital street map [95] [96].
• Application Unit (AU): The Application Unit is a device on OBU to execute a
single or a set of applications using of the OBU’s communication capabilities.
This is the primary component which enables the OBU and the IS to have
meaningful communication with each other. The Author in [28] has proposed
the AU to be an integrated part or portable device connected (wireless or
wired) to OBU, while in this architecture the AU is proposed as an integrated
feature inside the OBU to account for the ease of system use and operability
and to ensure the compatibility with the hardware as well.
• Context collector unit: This unit is responsible for transforming the data
collected by sensors into a machine processable form (data received from sur-
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rounding sensors, driver profile and vehicle profile). It will maintain the infor-
mation sensed from the surroundings in an updated and ready to use form in
order to be retrieved by an application.
• Navigation system unit: The navigation system unit (NV) is an internally
installed device on the OBU which has the independency and rich naviga-
tion information including the position, velocity and altitude relate data [97].
It utilises the preloaded digital map (on the OBU data repository) and the
location sensor (GPS) to obtain the required information from the parking
system.
• Processing unit (Reasoning): The processing unit is the core of the OBU, and
it controls and coordinates the operation of the other OBU components. The
information from all the components mentioned above is fed to the processing
unit, and the processing unit is responsible to perform reasoning about certain
contextual information, that has been acquired directly from the sensors such
as the surround sensing.
As a matter of fact, the processing unit on the OBU is responsible for imple-
menting the parking request services in terms of process the data and send it
to the IS. The starting point of the parking request services is from the vehi-
cle driver request (from the UI), upon receiving which the processing unit of
the OBU assembles all the needed data (contextual information, digital map)
and then sends this request to the specified IS (parking zone). The processing
unit is connected to the communication unit where it sends all the required
information to the IS using the dedicated short range communication.
• Communication unit: The communication unit consists of the DSRC control
unit and the transmitter and receiver interface. The communication unit uses
the DSRC spectrum to send the parking request data to the IS, and receive
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acknowledgements back from the IS. The DSRC is used by the communication
unit because DSRC is a one-way or a two-way short-to-medium range wire-
less communication channel, specifically designed for automotive use and is
commonly divided into sub layers [28].
4.3.2 IS block
IS is a comparatively new concept developed ideally to support ”many time, many
where” wireless data services. It allows mobile terminals (i.e. vehicles) to communi-
cate to ISs with variable data transmission rate and obtain the optimised throughput
[98]. The IS is defined as a comprehensive information acquisition, processing and
delivery system. It is a node that is stationary while in operation and usually per-
manently mounted along the roadside, it hosts an application that provides service
to the OBU mounted on the vehicles [30].
In the IS block, the major components are the policy matching and the avail-
ability counter components. The proposed architecture has been designed based on
a network infrastructure using the ISs providing parking services, through wireless
access points typically deployed at the key points within a parking zone [99], for the
nearby vehicle drivers equipped with OBU.
The proposed IS in our architecture contains the following components:
• Data repository unit: The data repository of each IS keeps an archive of
parking zone policies and the available parking space. These polices may
vary from one zone to another, depending on the parking deployment. It is
managed remotely (via wire/wireless connection) by the ISC to be created,
updated, and deployed. The ISs data repository will maintain the up to date
policies and the available parking space on the parking zone. This updated
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data needs to be ready all the time with the IS to meet the parking request
from the number of vehicles.
• Availability counter unit: After gathering the information from the vehicle
surround sensors on the parking zone, this unit will monitor the parking zone
and figure out the free spaces based on the sensors information. As the number
of vehicles requesting for a parking is huge at any given moment of time, and as
the IS has to process a large number of transactions simultaneously, therefore
this information has to be up to date and synchronised with the ISc.
• Process unit: This unit represents the processor of the IS controlling all the
tasks in the IS and coordinating all the activities between the units inside the
IS. It is responsible for forwarding the request received by a vehicle to the ISs
and then send back the message to the vehicle depending on the matching or
mismatch of the ISs’s policy, and to update the ISC database.
• Communication units: These units are responsible for the communication with
the vehicle or with ISs using the available wireless access technology.
4.3.3 ISC block
The third block in this architecture is the ISC. The main functions of the block is
to control all IS in the system and to find the requested or the alternative parking
places. It is responsible for updating and synchronising the parking service infor-
mation to keep all the ISs up to date. As proposed, this part will be assigned to
the Local Traffic Authority who is responsible for deploying and maintaining the
parking zones and its policies. The main components of this block are as follows:
• Master data repository unit: The master data repository (MDR) contains up
to date information about all ISs across the parking system (i.e. serial number,
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location, policies and parking lot size). This data will help the system to speed
up the query process at the ISC side. This information also helps to maintain
synchronization between the ISC, IS and the vehicles.
• Location calculator unit: This unit is responsible for finding the available
parking space with regards to the request received by the vehicle, this process
is carried out by matching the request with the database which contains in-
formation about all parking zones. The location calculator helps the ISC to
locate an available parking space. In the case where there is no match for the
request, the processor will send a signal to the alternative space calculator in
order to find a list of place and send it back to the driver.
• Alternative space calculator: This unit is responsible for finding alternative
spaces for driver with respect to his/her original request in the case where the
location calculator fail to find the requested space.
• Process unit: This unit represents the processor of the ISC, which is responsible
for controlling all tasks in the ISC and coordinating all activities between the
units inside the ISC. It is also responsible for sending back the message to the
vehicle via the IS.
• Communication unit: This unit is responsible for the communication between
the ISC and other ISs in the system, using either wire or wireless communica-
tion technology.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, a novel intelligent parking system architecture for VANET, based
on the concept of a context aware systems has been introduced. A new technique for
reserving on street parking based on the proposed architecture has been presented
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in order to make the parking reservation system intelligent and comfortable. The
architecture has been divided into three blocks: vehicle, IS and ISC blocks, each
of which have dedicated functions. Classifying the architecture into different blocks
leads to effective and well defined communication between the vehicle and the IS.
According to the proposed architecture, the OBU installed in the vehicle holds
all the necessary information that needs to be sent to the IS in order to request a
parking space. The IS forwards the request to the ISC, which in turn knows the
parking policies, it matches the information provided by the OBU with the IS policy
to decide whether the requested parking is suitable for the vehicle as per the vehicle
profile and the driver profile, and then will return information about the desired
parking or the alternative one. The following chapter (Chapter 5) will illustrate the
formalisation of the proposed architecture in detail.
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Reserving a Vacant Parking Space
Behaviour
Objectives:
• To introduce the parking space reservation activity diagram
• To explain the mechanism of reserving a parking space
• To formalise the parking space reservation system in CCA
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5.1 Introduction and Motivation
The architecture of the IS-based context-aware on-street parking system mentioned
in Chapter 4 represents the mechanism of reserving a vacant parking space. In this
chapter, a novel approach for V2I communication for locating and reserving a suit-
able parking space is presented. The approach mentioned in the chapter uses GPS
and the road map system through which vehicles acquired knowledge of their cur-
rent position and the direction of motion and therefore request for a parking space
at the desired destination [100]. With the proposed approach, vehicles can book a
parking space while travelling to the destination well before arriving. The proposed
approach aims at reducing the ‘search time’ that is currently invested in locating a
suitable parking space, freeing up the drivers’ frustration and also cutting down the
emissions that take place when a vehicle searches for a place to park [25].
In the proposed approach, the parking request message (RM) is sent to the IS
using DSRC wireless communication protocol [34] [101]. The DSRC protocol per-
forms node to node communication based on the IEEE 1609 standards of Wireless
Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) family. This introduces a uniform com-
munication platform between the IS and a number of vehicles. It comprises of four
standards, one of which administers the services related to comfort applications.
To enable V2I and V2V communication each vehicle needs to be equipped with an
OBU [100].
The process for modelling the context aware system is known as the Calculus of
Context Aware (CCA). Congruency, mobility and context-awareness are the main
characteristics of the calculus and it is for this reason it has been selected to formalise
and verify the proposed system. The virtual place where the calculations take place
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is referred to as the ‘ambient’. Furthermore, these virtual places can be mobile as
well as containing other ambients known as ‘child ambients’.
5.2 The Behaviour of the On-Street Parking Sys-
tem
This section presents a time-efficient and cost-effective technique for reserving a
parking space in a specific area based on the driver’s preferences, driver’s profile,
vehicle’s profile and several other pieces of information. The activity diagram in
Figure 5.1 explains the process of requesting a parking space which is divided into
three tiers, starting with the vehicle. The first tier represents the processes related
to the vehicle combined with the OBU. The second tier represents the processes
related to the IS covering a parking zone. The third tier represents the processes
related to the ISC which is the local traffic authority. The three tiers co-operate in
unison while executing the processes related to the parking reservation system.
The driver sends a RM which contains information about the driver (e.g. dis-
abled or non-disabled), duration of stay in the parking place, parking cost (e.g. free
of charge or payable), the area in which the parking place is needed, vehicle size and
the current location of the vehicle. This information can be obtained from sensors,
including physical and logical sensors, such as ultrasonic, driver profile, vehicle pro-
file, driver preferences and the GPS. The request will be sent via the DSRC wireless
device equipped within the vehicle to the nearest IS using the wireless access tech-
nology provided by VANET. The IS forwards the request to the ISC in order to find
a parking space according to driver’s request.
The Master Data Repository (MDR), located within the ISC contains policies
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Figure 5.1: Finding on-street parking activity diagram
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and information provided by all ISs in the area (i.e. available space, parking scheme,
permit duration and the address of parking zones). Here, the location calculator will
match the request received from the driver with its database depending on certain
criteria. If there is a match for the request, the ISC will send a message back to the
IS which in turn will be forwarded to the vehicle, containing information about the
parking space available.
In the case where there is no match for the driver’s request, the alternative space
calculator will find alternative options with regards to the requested information. An
appropriate alternative will be sent back to the IS which in turn will be forwarded on
to the vehicle. The rationale behind the system by selecting an alternative parking
zone for the driver without interaction, allowing them to focus their attention on
driving as opposed to decision-making.
5.2.1 The Structure of the Parking RM
The parking request message contains a number of parameters to help the parking
system to allocate the appropriate parking space for the right vehicle and driver.







ET Estimated time of arrival to the destination
FL Flexibility
Table 5.1: RM format of reserving a vacant parking space
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• DE: The driver can enter the preferred journey destination on the OBU inter-
face to locate the desired parking zone [39]. This will be in the form of the
first 3 digits of the UK postcode e.g. LE1.
• VS: The OBU database provides details of the physical length of the vehicle
(small 4 metres, medium 5 metres or large 6 metres) in line with the vehicle
profile to allocate an appropriate parking space [20].
• PC: The driver can enter the preferred type of parking on the OBU interface
(free or payable parking zone).
• DT: Shows the type of driver (disabled or non-disabled) based on the driver
profiling retrieved from the OBU database.
• DU: The driver can enter the preferred period of stay in the parking zone (in
minutes) on the OBU interface.
• ET: Utilising the GPS, this will provide the vehicle’s current location and
calculate the estimated time of arrival to the destination.
• FL: Depending upon the flexibility of the driver, the ISC will transmit appro-
priate parking options/ spaces (e.g. if the driver is flexible) to identify and
transmit alternative parking zones.
5.2.2 The Master Data Repository
As mentioned earlier, the MDR in the ISC tier contains up-to-date information
about all ISs policies across the parking system. The following Table 5.2 describes
the ISs policies in parameters:
• ISID: Each IS across the system has a unique ID number to distinguish it from
others.
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Policies Description
ISID InfoStation unique ID number





AT Estimated time of arrival
Table 5.2: The MDR entities
• ISL: Each parking zone across the parking system will use the first 3 digits
from the respective UK post code.
• AS: The IS measures the vacant parking space in meters (e.g. 3m, 5m etc.)
to match it with the vehicle’s size.
• ISPC: The IS decides whether it is a free parking zone or payable.
• PS: The IS decides whether it is a disabled on non-disabled parking zone.
• ISDU: The maximum time allowed to park in the parking zone.
• AT: The requested parking zone will only be shown as ‘Available’ if the esti-
mated time of arrival (as transmitted by the vehicle) is less than 10 minutes.
5.3 Reservation Mechanism
The activity diagram in Figure 5.1 shows the entire process of the parking space
reservation which is divided into three tiers, starting with the vehicle tier. This first
tier represents the processes related to the vehicle combined with the OBU. The
second tier represents the processes related to the IS of a parking zone. The third
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tier represents the processes related to the ISC which is the local traffic authority.
The three tiers co-operate in unison while executing the processes related to the
parking reservation system.
Once the information is received by the ISC, the validation process is initiated
as shown in Figure 5.2. This stage channels the information and selects an outcome
based upon the parameters as described in the next section.
5.3.1 Function 1: Validation
Once the RM is received, this is matched with the appropriate IS policy. If the RM
fits the parameters, the process is directed to the next policy and so on. The first
policy to be assessed is the IS location, which is recorded as the first 3 digits of the
relevant UK postcode (e.g. LE1). If the vehicle’s requested destination falls within
the IS location, the IS moves on to enforce the next policy.
Following the recognition of the IS location, the ISC matches the vehicle’s size
to the space availability in the selected parking zone. The ISC uses a technique to
cater for pulling-in and pulling-out of the selected parking space. This is carried out
by adding an additional 2 metres (1 metre in front and 1 metre behind the selected
parking space) to the vehicle’s size as found in the RM. For example, a small vehicle
(4 metres) will only be allocated a space of 6 metres or larger.
If successful, the IS will consider the next policy, which is parking cost. This is
categorised into free and payable parking zones. If the driver requires a free parking
space, only spaces which are free will be selected. If the driver is classed as payable,
both free and payable parking spaces will be selected.
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Figure 5.2: Function 1 The Validation Process
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Following this, the ISC will consider the parking scheme employed. This is cat-
egorised into disabled and non-disabled parking zones. If the driver is classed as
non-disabled, only non-disabled parking spaces will be selected. If the driver is
classed as disabled, both disabled and non-disabled parking zones will be selected.
The next policy to be employed is duration of stay. The driver’s preferred du-
ration of stay will be considered alongside the maximum parking allowed in the IS
policy. This will vary according to local authority policies in place. For example, if
a parking zone has a policy which restricts parking to 1 hour without return, only
drivers with a preferred duration of stay not exceeding 60 minutes will be considered
for the selected parking zone.
Finally, the estimated time of arrival as calculated based on the vehicle’s current
location (as shown by the OBU) will be considered alongside the arrival time policy.
All ISs will allow a maximum of 10 minutes arrival time for prospective vehicles. If
a vehicle’s expected arrival time is within 10 minutes, the available parking spaces
will be selected.
If at any stage, the RM does not match the IS policies, the process will be
directed to the alternative function (Function 2 in 5.3.2).
5.3.2 Function 2: Alternative
This function will only be enabled if the driver is found to be flexible according to
the RM (including the driver preferences). The RM parameters are classified into
two categories: fixed and non-fixed (see Table 6.10). Fixed parameters cannot be
altered whereas non-fixed parameters can be altered according to driver preference
(e.g. preferred destination can be expanded from LE1 to include LE2 and other sur-
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rounding IS locations). These adjusted parameters will allow for alternative parking
spaces to be selected.
The first variable considered is the non-fixed parameter of the desired destina-
tion. If the preferred IS location does not contain any available parking spaces,
the ISC will expand the search to the surrounding IS locations, as mentioned pre-
viously. If there are available parking spaces in the preferred IS location but the
spaces are insufficient to cater for the vehicle size, the ISC will expand the search
to the surrounding IS locations with available parking spaces to match the vehicle
size (inclusive of 2 metres manoeuvring space), which is a fixed parameter.
The parking cost is the next one that is classed as non-fixed parameter. If the
driver is classed as payable and no parking spaces are available in the preferred IS
location, alternative parking in the surrounding IS locations will be identified. Both
free and payable parking spaces will be identified in accordance with the flexibility
of the driver being classed as payable. The alternative function considers the fixed
parameter of the driver type (either as disabled or non-disabled). If no parking
spaces are available in the preferred IS location, alternative parking spaces are iden-
tified in the surrounding IS locations in accordance with the respective driver type.
Disabled drivers will be eligible for parking spaces in both disabled and non-disabled
parking zones whereas non-disabled drivers will only be shown available spaces in
non-disabled parking zones.
The non-fixed parameter of the duration of stay can be altered if no available
parking spaces are found in the desired destination. In this scenario, the ISC will
search for available parking spaces with a duration of stay less than the initial pre-
ferred duration of stay in accordance with the duration flexibility as designated by
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E.g. 30 instead of 60 min
Figure 5.3: Function 2 The Alternative Process
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the driver. For example, if a driver desired a parking space for 1 hour and set his
duration flexibility for up to 50% of the preferred duration stay, only parking spaces
with an availability of 30 minutes or more will be shown. If no parking spaces are
found in the preferred IS location, the search will be expanded to the surrounding
IS locations with the same duration parameters enforced.
If the expected time of arrival exceeds 10 minutes, no available parking spaces
in the preferred IS location will be shown. As this is a fixed parameter, there is a
limited degree of flexibility. In this case, alternative parking spaces in surrounding
IS locations which are reachable within 10 minutes from the vehicle’s location will
be identified and selected. Once a suitable parking space has been identified, the
system will reserve the parking space and send confirmation to the driver. If all the
IS policies have been enforced and still no suitable parking space has been identified,
then the ISC will send a notification, informing the driver that no available parking
spaces have been identified.
5.4 Formalising the System in CCA
The building blocks of the system’s architecture as shown in Figure 4.3 in the previ-
ous chapter, which is based on IS and context-aware consists of one centralised ISC,
a number of ISs and many vehicles. This section proposes a model in which each
node of the on-street parking reservation system is an ambient.
The calculus which will be used for modelling mobile systems that are context-
aware will be in the CCA syntax. Based on the concept of ambient as defined in
the calculus of Mobile Ambients, it provides primitives for modelling mobility and
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context-awareness. This formal method has been chosen to specify the work because
of CCA’s modularity and because it can model mobile, context-aware, concurrent
systems [88].
The central node of the system is the ISC ambient which operates in parallel
with the IS ambient. The IS represents a specific parking zone and provides access
to the parking service as a whole. In this model, a child ambient of the IS ambient
will be a vehicle that is within the range of an IS and where it can travel freely
across the ISs coverage as illustrated in Figure 5.4. This section will also present



















Figure 5.4: A model of the IS based on-street parking system
When a vehicle makes a request, the OBU installed in the vehicle sends the RM
to the nearest IS. As illustrated in the CCA graphical representation in Figure 5.4,
Vehicle 31 has moved inside the IS1 network coverage where it will be able to receive,
process and forward the RM to the ISC. This graphical representation is depicted
in the CCA syntax below:
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ISC [PISC ] | IS1 [V ehicle31 [PV ehicle31] | PIS1]
| IS2 [V ehicle55 [PV ehicle55] | V ehicle32 [PV ehicle32] | PIS2]
| IS3 [V ehicle56 [PV ehicle56] | V ehicle33 [PV ehicle33] | PIS3]
The syntax shows the process Px modelling the ambients behaviour. The on-
street parking system model shown in Figure 5.4 provides a high-level graphical
representation that gives an overview of the system. The low level syntax notation
with details of the internal workings between the ISC, ISs and V ehicles nodes will
be explained in the next section showing the formalisation of the system’s compo-
nents.
Notation Description
ISC One immobile ISC
IS Many immobile ISs e.g.IS1,IS2, ...
Vehicle Many mobile Vehicles e.g. Vehicle1,Vehicle2
Driver Vehicle’s driver
RM Parking request message
Reserved Parking reservation confirmed
No Parking No match found
Alternative Alternative parking reservation confirmed
Table 5.3: Constants used in the CCA formalisation
5.4.1 System Model
The environment in the proposed system is ‘Parking’. Each node might represent
a V ehicle, an IS, or an ISC.
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Parking =̂ ISC [PISC ] | IS1 [V1 [PV1 ] | PIS1 ] | . . . | ISn [Vn [PVn ] | PISn ] (5.1)
1. The node ‘V ehicle’ is modelled as an ambient on the following structure:
id [Pid | RM [PRM ]] (5.2)
where
• id defines the ‘identity’ of the node under consideration
• Pid is the process that represents the node’s capabilities, e.g. communi-
cation between nodes and interpreting the sensor data.
• RM stands for the parking request message ambient which include all
the parameters.
The ‘Process’ is an ambient that contains the process id , process details and
node capabilities, e.g. how to communicate and sense other nodes.
Pid [rm[Prm ] | IS [PIS ] | ISC [PISC ] | msgsend [Pmsgsend ] | msgrecv [Pmsgrecv ]]
(5.3)
2. The node ‘IS’ is modelled as an ambient on the following structure.
id [Pid | prkpolicies [Pprkpolicies ]] (5.4)
Where
• IS represents the structure of the ambient ‘parking’
• prkpolicies represents the parking policies which are stored and retrieved
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from the MDR on the ‘ISC’ node.
3. The ‘ISC’ node starts matching the RM with the IS policies, and simultane-
ously updates the MDR. It can be modelled in the following way:
id [IS | ISrmforward [Prmforward ] | ISvalidate [Pvalidate ] |
ISalternative [Palternative ] | reply [Preply ] | ISCupdate [Pupdate ]] (5.5)
where
• ISrmforward represents the instance when the IS passes the RM to the
ISC
• ISvalidate stands for when the ISC receives the RM from the IS and scans
through all the ISs to find a parking for the vehicle
• ISalternative represents the moment when the ISC searches for and re-
serves an alternative parking space
• reply marks the point when the ISC replies to the vehicle through the
IS with the message as to whether it is ‘Available’ or ‘Not Available’
• ISCupdate symbolises the instance when the ISC updates its MDR once
the parking has been reserved.
5.4.2 Context Expression
A ‘context expression’ is a syntax that lists the pre-requisite characteristics of the
environment which are necessary for executing the process. This section illustrates
the formalisation process of the ISC, IS based context-aware on-street parking reser-
vation system, and the vehicle. The systems-behaviour is formalised around how
the components interact with each other throughout, from processing the RM to
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reserving the parking bay. The mathematical notation of CCA will be utilised for
the formalisation process.
The behaviours formalisation apposite to each type of nodes (V ehicle nodes, IS
nodes and the ISC node) are specified in the following sub-sections:
5.4.2.1 Vehicle Ambient
The vehicle node is the node that initiates the parking system, willing to send the
RM to a parent node IS. So its capabilities are modelled by the following syntax:
V [in IS .0 |↑〈V id,DE, V S, PC,DT,DU, TD〉 . ↑(reply, dest).0] (5.6)
When the vehicle wants to sent a RM to the parking services, first the vehi-
cle ‘V ’ should fall in one of the system infrastructure network converge which is
the ‘IS’. And to use this services the vehicle ambient will get in the ‘IS’ ambi-
ent using the mobility capability in where the vehicle will performs the capability
in n moves into the parent ambient ‘IS’ to initiate a child to parent communication.
Now the vehicle able to send the RM to parking system to the IS. The symbol
‘↑’ denotes the child to parent communication. So the V ehicle capable to send the
seven RM parameters in an angle brackets 〈V id,DE, V S, PC,DT,DU, TD〉 to any
parents (which is the IS in this case). The RM will be processed in the ‘ISC’ side
and then a reply message will be send back to the source vehicle. The vehicle will
receive the reply message and the desired destination in a round brackets (reply,des)
from any parent ‘↑’ .
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The dot symbol ‘•’ denotes the sequential composition of processes. And the
‘|’ denotes the concurrent execution of the processes. The process ‘0’ known as
inactivity process, and terminates the process. The pair of the square brackets ‘[’
and ‘]’ outline the boundary of the ambient vehicle ‘V ’.
5.4.2.2 InfoStation Ambient
The ‘IS’ ambient interact as an intermediate node. Its receives the RM parameters
including the sender id ‘sender’ and then forwards the message to ISC. So its
capabilities are modelled by the following syntax:
{
Eq .3 .Eq .5 .5 | ISC :: (sender, reply, dest).sender↓〈reply, dest〉 .0
}
(5.7)
Here the ‘IS’ ambient work as a gateway forwarding the RM between the ‘V ’
ambient and the ‘ISC’ ambient. In fact, the parent ‘IS’ ambient hold the ‘V ’
ambient as a child ambient. On the same time the ‘IS’ standing and communicate
in parallel with the ‘ISC’ ambient. The process in the ‘IS’ start from receiving the
RM parameters and the sender id from any child ‘↓’ which is in this case the ‘V ’
ambient.
!↓(sender ,DE ,VS ,PC ,DT ,DU ,TD) (5.8)
Once the ‘IS’ receive the RM, it will forward it straight away to the ‘ISC’ to
process the parking request there. Here the ‘IS’ and the ‘ISC’ are sibling ambients.
Where the ‘::’ symbol denotes the sibling interacting process.
ISC :: 〈sender ,DE ,VS ,PC ,DT ,DU ,TD〉 (5.9)
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After processing the RM in the ISC side, the ‘IS’ receive the reply message
from the ‘ISC’ and then forward it to the same source vehicle ‘V ’.
!ISC :: (sender , reply , dest) (5.10)
sender ↓〈reply , dest〉 (5.11)
5.4.2.3 InfoStation Centre Ambient
The ISC ambient contains all the policies and parking spaces information controlled
by that ISs. It is the ambient that stores the details of the parking space under a







(E.q 5.15)(E.q 5.16).0 |
(E.q 5.17)(E.q 5.18).0 |





The process in the ‘ISC’ ambient start from receiving the RM from any sibling
ambients. Which is in this case the ‘IS’.
! :: (IS , sender ,DE ,VS ,PC ,DT ,DU ,TD) (5.12)
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Then the vehicle size will be altered to ‘V S + 2’ where the 2 represent the
pulling-in and pulling-out gaps in meter.
let vs = VS + 2 (5.13)
Now, the ‘ISC’ will retrieve the ISs policies from the MDR preparing for the
matching process
memory | > (IS, ISL,AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU,AT ) (5.14)
1. Validation
Now, the matching and validating process start from here. The validation
mechanism will matched the received RM parameters with the IS policies.
〈DE = ISL ∧ vs ≤ AS ∧ (ISPC = PC ∨ ISPC = all)
∧(PS = all ∨ PS = DT ) ∧ ISDU ≥ DU ∧AT ≥ ET
 (5.15)
If the above equation satisfied, then the ‘ISC’ will send back a parking con-
firmation message and allocated location and duration to the ‘IS’.
IS :: 〈sender , PARKING RESERVED IN,DE , IS ,DU 〉 (5.16)
In fact, the ‘ISC’ will go through the MDR records until it is find the matched
policies. In case there is no record matching with the RM:
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< ¬(DE = ISL ∧ vs ≤ AS ∧ (ISPC = PC ∨ ISPC = all)
∧(PS = all ∨ PS = DT ) ∧ ISDU ≥ DU ∧ AT ≥ ET ) >
 (5.17)
Where the symbol < ¬ denoted to negation. So in case if there is no matching
at all, the ‘ISC’ will send back a message where there is no parking available
satisfying the RM.
IS :: 〈sender, No PARKING AVAILABLE IN, DE, IS,DU〉 (5.18)
2. Alternative
As described previously in 5.3.2, the alternative function allowd to alter some
of the RM parameters values. In fact, this function can be processed only
when the flexibility flag ‘FL’ assigned to ‘yes’.
find de : (G(at2(DE, de)) ∧ FL = yes) for let du = DU/2 in (5.19)
After altering the parameters, the matching and validating process start from
here. The validation mechanism will matched the new altered RM parameters
with the policies that are retrieved from the MDR.
< (DE = ISL ∨ de = ISL) ∧ vs <= AS ∧ (ISPC = PC∨
ISPC = all) ∧ (PS = all ∨ PS = DT ) ∧ (ISDU >=
DU ∨ ISDU >= du) ∧DU < ISDU ∧ AT >= ET >
 (5.20)
If the above equation satisfied, then the ‘ISC’ will be send back the alternative
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parking confirmation message and allocated alternative location and duration
to the ‘IS’.
IS :: 〈sender , ALTERNATIVE PARKING RESERVED IN, ISL, IS ,DU 〉 (5.21)
In fact, the ‘ISC’ will go through the MDR records until it is find the matched
pollicises. In case there is no record matching with the new altered RM:
< ¬((DE = ISL ∨ de = ISL) ∧ vs <= AS ∧ (ISPC = PC∨
ISPC = all) ∧ (PS = all ∨ PS = DT ) ∧ (ISDU >=
DU ∨ ISDU >= du) ∧ AT >= ET ) >
 (5.22)
So in case if there is no matching at all, the ‘ISC’ will send back a message
where there is no parking available satisfying the new altered RM to the ‘IS’.
〈sender, NO ALTERNATIVE PARKING IN, DE, IS,DU〉 (5.23)
Where this is the last message to confirms that there is no parking pays avail-
able even after altering the values of the RM parameters.
5.5 Summary
This chapter built on the novel intelligent parking reservation architecture for man-
aging the parking space location and reservation using the concept of VANET and
context-aware as a step towards improving the ITS and making the parking reser-
vation system more user-friendly and comfortable for drivers which was presented
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in the previous chapter.
Here, a parking space reservation activity diagram shows the work flow between
various components of the system from the instant the driver initiates the parking
request through the OBU until the system allocates and reserves the proper parking
space.
The proposed parking reservation architecture has been formalised in this chap-
ter using the CCA notation in order to prove and validate the parking reservation
mechanism. The Chapter went on to describe the functions performed by the vari-
ous nodes depending on matches/mismatch between RM contents and the parking
policies. Proposals have also been made in relation to the context-expressions in
CCA which will be useful for implementing the system’s mechanism.
In the following chapter, the execution environment of the CCA, namely the
Calculus of Context-aware Ambients Programming Language (ccaPL), and the CCA






• To introduce the ccaPL programming language
• To describe the parking space reservation experiments
• To demonstrate the usage of the ccaPL
• To implement the experiments scenarios.
• To conclude the verification of the experiments
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6.1 Introduction
This chapter intends to evaluate some properties regarding the on-street parking
reservation system. The formalised system specifications outlined in Chapter 5 will
be used here and will run in parallel with all the processes of the ISC and the IS’s with
examples of the request-parking behaviour scenarios. In the first instance however,
the system’s CCA specification will be converted to the Calculus of Context-aware
Ambients Programming Language (ccaPL). The CCA interpreter will be used to
compile the ccaPL syntax.
From here on, the behaviours in the forthcoming scenarios will be recorded using
the ccaPL syntax. Some properties will be validated particularly for the on-street
parking reservation system. The validation process will consist of analysing three
experiments, each with two scenarios. All in all, the scenarios will test the efficiency
of the system by presenting various hypothetical parking situations to the system.
The system’s response will be noted in each example.
It is anticipated that the tests will reveal whether the system is working correctly
or not in accordance with the CCA model and the formalised RM and IS policies of
the context-aware based system.
6.2 The Calculus of Context-Aware Programming
Language
The proposed context-aware based system and the mobile ad hoc capability are both
compatible with the CCA mathematical specifications as asserted in Chapter 5. The
programming language for the CCA, known as ccaPL is an executable code of the
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converted CCA syntax [88]. The ccaPL interpreter is based on the Java platform
which can run on any operating system that can support the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM) [38]. This chapter shows how all the experiments will be executed using the
ccaPL interpreter.
6.3 Experiment Trials and Findings
The experiments are divided into three possible paradigms: experiment one tests the
system for valid parking in accordance with Function 1 in section 5.3.1 which is the
first stage of the validation process; experiment two tests the system for non-valid
parking in accordance with Function 1 in section 5.3.1 which is the first stage of
the validation process; and experiment three tests the system for alternative valid
parking which utilises the context-aware ability in accordance with Function 2 in
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Figure 6.1: Possible path for the Requesting Message
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In all the experiments, the immobile ISC is the centralised system which repre-
sents the local traffic authority that controls the parking systems city-wide and the
immobile ISs acts as a gateway between the ISC and the mobile vehicles. It will
be assumed that VANET will provide coverage of the on-street parking reservation
system. It should be noted here that for the sake of simplicity only the first three
digits of any postcode will be utilised in the reservation mechanism. It is a notewor-
thy reminder here that within all these structures and processes, the RM and MDR
which have been described in Chapter 5 are integral to the system.
The deployment of the proposed system nodes, namely the vehicles, ISC and
IS’s is based on the illustration in Figure 6.1 and shows the possible path for the
RM. The parking situations in the forthcoming scenarios emerge from this model
location. The experiments IS policies will be based on the proposed data provided
in Table 6.1.
ISID ISL AS ISPC PS ISDU AT
IS − 1 LE1 6 Payable All 60 10
IS − 2 LE1 7 Payable All 90 10
IS − 3 LE3 8 Free Disabled 120 10
IS − 44 LE4 12 Free All 60 10
IS − 56 LE5 9 Free All 60 10
IS − 67 LE6 0 Payable All 120 10
IS − 77 LE7 4 Payable Disable 60 10
IS − 80 LE8 10 Free All 180 10
IS − 91 LE9 0 Free All 120 10
Table 6.1: An examples of the IS’s policies stored on the MDR
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6.3.1 Experiment 1: Valid Parking
In this study, the parking space reservation search result confirms there to be a valid
parking space based on the content of the RM as assumed in the following scenarios.
There is one ISC, three ISs covering three different parking zones, and two vehicles
travelling in the IS coverage range as shown in Figure 6.2. Each parking zone has
its own pre-set policies which are stored in the MDR as shown in Table 6.1. Two
different parking-reservation behaviours will be presented in the following two sce-
narios. Both scenarios show the validity of the system in finding the exact parking
space requested.
Figure 6.2 shows two separate parking zones in LE1: the zone based on Street A
(South) is monitored by IS1 and the zone based at Street B (West) is monitored by
IS2. The parking zone in LE3 on Street A (North) is monitored by IS3. All three
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Figure 6.2: Parking request scenarios in the valid parking experiment
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6.3.1.1 Valid Parking Scenario1
In Figure 6.2, vehicle V1 sends a parking request while it is in the coverage range
of IS1. It looks for a parking space in LE1 where there are two parking zones which
match with the contents of the RM in Table 6.2. The IS1 receives the RM and then
forwards it to the ISC to start processing and matching it with the MDR which has
been referred to in Table 6.1. In response, the ISC starts to query the MDR.
DE VS PC DT DU ET
LE1 Small Payable Non-disabled 60 min 1 min
Table 6.2: Contents of the RM for valid parking Scenario 1
In this scenario, the driver who is driving a small size vehicle is only interested
in the LE1 area. The driver makes a request for a payable parking zone, which
means the system will also allow the driver to use the free of charge parking bay.
The driver is a non-disabled driver so will therefore only be allowed to use the non-
disabled parking bays. Finally, the OBU in the vehicle is expecting to arrive at
the destination within 1 minute based on the current location of the vehicle. The
ISC accepts and allocates a parking bay in parking zone LE1 which is within the
coverage range of IS1 by meeting the preferred parameters of the RM.
The execution output of the ccaPL for this scenario is shown in Table 6.3:
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1.---> {call to the abstraction "root@memory" in the ambient "ISC"}
2.---> {ambient "V1" moves into ambient "IS1"}
3.---> {Child to parent: V1 ===(V1,LE1,4,payable,non_disabled,60,1)===> IS1}
4.---> {Sibling to sibling: IS1 ===(IS1,V1,LE1,4,payable,non_disabled,60,1)===> ISC}
5.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS1}
6.---> {Local: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> IS1}
7.---> {Child to parent: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> ISC}
8.---> {Sibling to sibling: ISC ===(V1,Parking_Reserved_in,LE1,IS1)===> IS1}
9.---> {Parent to child: IS1 ===(Parking_Reserved_in,LE1,IS1)===> V1}
Table 6.3: The ccaPL output of valid parking Scenario 1
The syntax in the ccaPL output in Table 6.3 can described in the following way.
the syntax ‘--->’ stands for the reduction relation to the CCA which verifies a
process transition as properly described in [88]. the description of every transition
is given between curly brackets. In particular, the notation ‘A ==> (x,y,z) ==>
B’ means that an ambient ‘A’ has sent a message with contents ‘x,y,z’ to another
ambient ‘B’. other notations such as ‘child to parent’ and ‘sibling to sibling’ provide
information about the relationship between the sender ‘A’ and the receiver ‘B’ [38].
The explanation of the output’s syntax in the valid parking scenario 1 is as fol-
lows. The ISC starts by calling the database records. The ambient V1 then acts
on the capability and moves into the sibling ambient IS1 to become a child of the
parent IS1 and V1 starts sending the RM to IS1. The IS1 forwards it to the ISC
(sibling to sibling) in order to process the RM and sends the reservation details
back to source V1. Line 6 shows the matching process between the RM and the
IS1 policies. This results in the final response message which confirms the parking
reservation and location as requested in the original RM.
The complete ccaPL code for this scenario can be found in Appendix A.
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6.3.1.2 Valid Parking Scenario 2
In Figure 6.2, vehicle V2 sends a parking request while it is in the coverage range
of IS2. It looks for a parking space in LE3 where there is only one parking zone
which matches with the contents of the RM in Table 6.4. The IS2 receives the RM
and then forwards it to the ISC to start processing and matching it with the MDR
which has been referred to in Table 6.1. In response, the ISC starts to query the
MDR.
DE VS PC DT DU ET
LE3 Large Free Disabled 60 min 10 min
Table 6.4: Contents of the RM for valid parking Scenario 2
In this scenario, the driver who is driving a large size vehicle is only interested in
the LE3 area. The driver makes a request for a free of charge parking zone, which
means the system will allow the driver to use the free of charge parking bay only.
The driver is a disabled driver so will therefore be allowed to use the non-disabled
parking bays also. Finally, the OBU in the vehicle is expecting to arrive at the
destination within 10 minutes based on the current location of the vehicle. The
ISC accepts and allocates a parking bay in parking zone LE3 which is within the
coverage range of IS3 by meeting the preferred parameters of the RM.
The execution output of the ccaPL for this scenario is shown in Table 6.5:
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1.---> {call to the abstraction "root@memory" in the ambient "ISC"}
2.---> {ambient "V2" moves into ambient "IS2"}
3.---> {Child to parent: V2 ===(V2,LE3,6,free,disabled,60,10)===> IS2}
4.---> {Sibling to sibling: IS2 ===(IS2,V2,LE3,6,free,disabled,60,10)===> ISC}
5.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS1}
6.---> {Local: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> IS1}
7.---> {Child to parent: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> ISC}
8.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS2}
9.---> {Local: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> IS2}
10.---> {Child to parent: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> ISC}
11.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS3}
12.---> {Local: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> IS3}
13.---> {Child to parent: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> ISC}
14.---> {Sibling to sibling: ISC ===(V2,Parking_Reserved_in,LE3,IS3)===> IS2}
Table 6.5: The ccaPL output of valid parking Scenario 2
The explanation of the output’s syntax in the valid parking scenario 2 is as fol-
lows. The ISC starts by calling the database records. The ambient V2 then acts
on the capability and moves into the sibling ambient IS2 to become a child of the
parent IS2 and V2 starts sending the RM to IS2.
The IS2 forwards it to the ISC (sibling to sibling) in order to process the RM
and sends the reservation details back to source V2. Line 9 shows the matching pro-
cess between the RM and the IS2 policies. This results in the final response message
which confirms the parking reservation and location as requested in the original RM.
The complete ccaPL code for this scenario can be found in Appendix A.
6.3.2 Experiment 2: Non-Valid Parking
In this study, the parking space reservation search result confirms there to be a
non-valid parking space based on the content of the RM as assumed in the following
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scenarios. There is an ISC, two ISs covering two different parking zones, and two
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Figure 6.3: Parking requests scenarios in the non-valid parking experiment
Each parking zone has its own pre-set policies which are stored in the MDR as
shown in Table 6.1. It should be noted that in this particular experiment, there is
neither a parking space available nor is there an alternative.
Two different parking-reservation behaviours will be presented in the following
two scenarios. Both scenarios show that the exact parking space requested cannot
be matched.
Figure 6.3 shows two separate parking zones: the parking zone in LE1 based
on Street A (South) is monitored by IS1 and the parking zone in LE3 on Street A
(North) is monitored by IS3. The two ISs are connected to the ISC to synchronise
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and update the parking information. In this experiment, LE2 does not have any
parking zones whatsoever and LE3 is reserved for disabled-parking only.
6.3.2.1 Non-Valid Parking Scenario 1
In Figure 6.3, vehicle V1 sends a parking request while it is in the coverage range
of IS1. It looks for a parking space in LE2 where there are no parking zones at
all. The IS1 receives the RM in Table 6.6 and then forwards it to the ISC to start
processing and matching it with the MDR which has been referred to in Table 6.1.
In response, the ISC starts to query the MDR.
DE VS PC DT DU ET
LE2 Small Free Non-disabled 60 min 10min
Table 6.6: Contents of the RM for non-valid parking scenario 1
In this scenario, the driver who is driving a small size vehicle is only interested
in the LE2 area. The driver makes a request for a parking bay, and although the
ISC receives the RM it is unable to respond as LE2 is a parking-free zone. The
ISC rejects the RM and does not allocate a parking bay in parking zone LE2. Con-
sequently, the system responds by replying to the driver ‘No Parking Available in
LE2’. The ISC does not provide an alternative option.
The execution output of the ccaPL for this scenario is shown in Table 6.7:
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1.---> {call to the abstraction "root@memory" in the ambient "ISC"}
2.---> {ambient "V1" moves into ambient "IS1"}
3.---> {Child to parent: V1 ===(V1,LE2,4,free,non_disabled,60,10)===> IS1}
4.---> {Sibling to sibling: IS1 ===(IS1,V1,LE2,4,free,non_disabled,60,10)===> ISC}
5.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS1}
6.---> {Local: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> IS1}
7.---> {Child to parent: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> ISC}
8.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS2}
9.---> {Local: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> IS2}
10.---> {Child to parent: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> ISC}
11.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS3}
12.---> {Local: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> IS3}
13.---> {Child to parent: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> ISC}
14.---> {Sibling to sibling: ISC ===(V1,No_Parking_Available_in,LE2,Area)===> IS1}
15.---> {Parent to child: IS1 ===(No_Parking_Available_in,LE2,Area)===> V1}
Table 6.7: The ccaPL output of non-valid parking scenario 1
The explanation of the output’s syntax in the non-valid parking scenario 1 is as
follows. The ISC starts by calling the database records. The ambient V1 then acts
on the capability and moves into the sibling ambient IS1 to become a child of the
parent IS1 and V1 starts sending the RM to IS1. The IS1 forwards it to the ISC
(sibling to sibling) in order to process the RM and sends the reservation details back
to source V1.
Lines 6 to 12 show the matching process between the RM and the IS’s policies.
This results in the final response message which confirms that there is no parking
reservation available as requested in the original RM.
The complete ccaPL code for this scenario can be found in Appendix A.
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6.3.2.2 Non-Valid Parking Scenario 2
In Figure 6.3, vehicle V2 sends a parking request while it is in the coverage range
of IS3. It looks for a parking space in LE3 where there are no parking zones which
match with the contents of the RM in Table 6.8. The IS3 receives the RM and then
forwards it to the ISC to start processing and matching it with the MDR which has
been referred to in Table 6.1. In response, the ISC starts to query the MDR.
DE VS PC DT DU ET
LE3 Mid Free Non-disabled 60 min 1 min
Table 6.8: Contents of the RM for non-valid parking scenario2
In this scenario, the driver who is driving a medium size vehicle is only inter-
ested in the LE3 which is an area designated for disabled drivers only. So due to
the fact that the driver is non-disabled, the system does not allow the driver to use
a parking bay even if a space is available in LE3. Consequently, the system delivers
the message ‘No Parking Available in LE3’ to the driver. The ISC does not provide
an alternative option.
The execution output of the ccaPL for this scenario is shown in Table 6.9:
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1.---> {call to the abstraction "root@memory" in the ambient "ISC"}
2.---> {ambient "V2" moves into ambient "IS3"}
3.---> {Child to parent: V2 ===(V2,LE3,5,free,non_disabled,60,1)===> IS3}
4.---> {Sibling to sibling: IS3 ===(IS3,V2,LE3,5,free,non_disabled,60,1)===> ISC}
5.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS1}
6.---> {Local: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> IS1}
7.---> {Child to parent: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> ISC}
8.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS2}
9.---> {Local: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> IS2}
10.---> {Child to parent: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> ISC}
11.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS3}
12.---> {Local: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> IS3}
13.---> {Child to parent: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> ISC}
14.---> {Sibling to sibling: ISC ===(V2,No_Parking_Available_in,LE3,IS3)===> IS3}
15.---> {Parent to child: IS3 ===(No_Parking_Available_in,LE3,IS3)===> V2}
Table 6.9: The ccaPL output of non-valid parking scenario 2
The explanation of the output’s syntax in the non-valid parking scenario 2 is as
follows. The ISC starts by calling the database records. The ambient V2 then acts
on the capability and moves into the sibling ambient IS2 to become a child of the
parent IS2 and V2 starts sending the RM to IS2.
The IS2 forwards it to the ISC (sibling to sibling) in order to process the RM and
sends the reservation details back to source V2. Lines 6 to 12 show the matching
process between the RM and the IS’s policies. This results in the final response
message which confirms that there is no parking reservation available as requested
in the original RM.
The complete ccaPL code for this scenario can be found in Appendix A.
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6.3.3 Experiment 3: Alternative Valid Parking
This experiment shows that in the event where the ISC cannot find the exact re-
quested parking bay, the system will adopt the alternative function (Function 2 in
5.3.2) according to the driver preferences which are pre-set on the OBU. The aim
of this mechanism is to help find the most appropriate alternative parking bay in
alternative parking zones which match the RM as far as possible.
The RM contains a number of parameters that could fall into two classification:
fixed and non-fixed (as shown in Table 6.10). Fixed parameters are those that can-
not be modified by the driver namely: the vehicle size, the driver type and the
expected time of arrival at the destination. On the other hand, non- fixed parame-
ters are those which play a vital role during the alternative function and which give
the driver the flexibility in choosing the parking. In fact, these reflect the driver’s
preferences.
RM Fixedly Flexibility Alternative options
DE Non-fixed Increase/decrease search diameter Alternative DE
VS Fixed Vehicle’s physical size cannot be altered Alternative DE
PC Non-fixed payable can use both free and payable Alternative DE
DT Fixed Disabled/non-disabled cannot be altered Alternative DE
DU Non-fixed Duration time can be reduce e.g. 30 min instead of 60
ET Fixed Expected arrival time cannot be altered Alternative DE
Table 6.10: The Fixed and Non-fixed parameters on the RM
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In this experiment, a new parameter is being introduced, ‘FL’ denoting that the
driver is ‘flexible’ in relation to the non-fixed parameters in the RM. The flexibility
is with regards to the ‘Destination’ which consequently increases the diameter of
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Figure 6.4: Parking requests scenarios in the alternative valid parking experiment
Figure 6.4 shows two separate parking zones: the parking zone in LE1is based
on Street A (South) and monitored by IS1 and the parking zone in LE3 on Street
A (North) monitored by IS3. The two ISs are connected to the ISC to synchronise
and update the parking information.
6.3.3.1 Alternative Valid Parking Scenario 1
In Figure 6.4, vehicle V1 sends a parking request while it is in the coverage range
of IS1. It looks for a parking space in LE2 where there are no parking zones which
match with the contents of the RM in Table 6.11. The IS1 receives the RM and then
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forwards it to the ISC to start processing and matching it with the MDR which has
been referred to in Table 6.1. In response, the ISC starts to query the MDR.
DE VS PC DT DU ET FL
LE2 → LE3 Small Free Disabled 60 min 10 min Yes
Table 6.11: Contents of the RM for the alternative valid parking scenario1
In this scenario, the driver who is driving a small size vehicle is interested in
the LE2 area. The driver makes a request for a free of charge parking bay, which
means the system allows the driver to use the free of charge parking bay only. The
driver is a disabled driver so will also be allowed to use the non-disabled parking
bays. The OBU in the vehicle is expecting to arrive at the destination within 10
minutes based on the current location of the vehicle. Finally, the driver indicates
a ‘flexibility’ preference in the RM by affirming a ‘Yes’ which means the parking
system allows to expand the search by altering the RM parameters.
Here, the ISC can not find a parking space in the LE2 area that match all the
drivers preferences in the RM. Since the ISC adapts the alternative function in this
experiment (function2), the system will check whether or not there are any flexibile
preferences included by the driver in order to expand the sereach. Consequently,
based on the drivers flexibilities preferences shown in Table 6.11 as FL, the system
allows itself to alter matched parameter in the RM from LE2 to LE3 (an increase
in the diameter search) the system then query the MDR again which will result in
allocating a parking bay that match the new altered parking RM.
The execution output of the ccaPL for this scenario is shown in Table 6.12:
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1.---> {call to the abstraction "root@memory" in the ambient "ISC"}
2.---> {ambient "V1" moves into ambient "IS1"}
3.---> {Child to parent: V1 ===(V1,LE2,4,free,disabled,60,10,yes)===> IS1}
4.---> {Sibling to sibling: IS1 ===(IS1,V1,LE2,4,free,disabled,60,10,yes)===> ISC}
5.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS1}
6.---> {Local: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> IS1}
7.---> {Child to parent: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> ISC}
8.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS2}
9.---> {Local: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> IS2}
10.---> {Child to parent: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> ISC}
11.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS3}
12.---> {Local: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> IS3}
13.---> {Child to parent: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> ISC}
14.---> {Sibling to sibling: ISC ===(V1,NO_PARKING_AVAILABLE_IN,LE2,IS1,60)===> IS1}
15.---> {Parent to child: IS1 ===(NO_PARKING_AVAILABLE_IN,LE2,IS1,60)===> V1}
16.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS1}
17.---> {Local: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> IS1}
18.---> {Child to parent: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> ISC}
19.---> {binding: de -> LE3}
20.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS2}
21.---> {Local: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> IS2}
22.---> {Child to parent: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> ISC}
23.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS3}
24.---> {Local: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> IS3}
25.---> {Child to parent: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> ISC}
26.---> {Sibling to sibling: ISC ===(V1,ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN,LE3,IS3,60)===> IS1}
Table 6.12: The ccaPL output of alternative valid parking Scenario 1
The explanation of the output’s syntax in the alternative valid parking scenario
1 is as follows. The ISC starts by calling the database records. The ambient V1
then acts on the capability and moves into the sibling ambient IS1 to become a child
of the parent IS1 and V1 starts sending the RM to IS1.
The IS1 forwards it to the ISC (sibling to sibling) in order to process the RM and
sends the reservation details back to source V1. Lines 6 to 12 show the matching
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process between the RM and the IS’s policies. This results in the first response
which confirms that there is no parking reservation available as requested in the
original RM. This leads to the ISC altering the ‘destination’ parameter from LE2 to
LE3 as shown in Line 19. Line 24 shows the new matching process between the RM
and the IS’s policies. Line 26 confirms the reservation for the alternative parking.
The complete ccaPL code for this scenario can be found in Appendix A.
6.3.3.2 Alternative Valid Parking Scenario 2
In Figure 6.4, vehicle V2 sends a parking request while it is in the coverage range of
IS3. It looks for a parking space in LE3 where there is a single parking zone which
could match the contents of the RM in Table 6.13. The IS3 receives the RM and
then forwards it to the ISC to start processing and matching it with the MDR which
has been referred to in Table 6.1. In response, the ISC starts to query the MDR.
DE VS PC DT DU ET FL
LE3 large Free Disabled 180 → 120min 10 min Yes
Table 6.13: Contents of the RM for the alternative valid parking scenario 2
In this scenario, the driver who is driving a large size vehicle is interested in the
LE3 area. The driver makes a request for a free of charge parking bay, which means
the system will allow the driver to use the free of charge parking bay only. The
driver is a disabled driver so will also be allowed to use the non-disabled parking
bays. The driver makes a request for the duration of 180 minutes. The OBU in
the vehicle is expecting to arrive at the destination within 10 minutes based on the
current location of the vehicle. Finally, the driver indicates a ‘flexibility’ preference
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in the RM by affirming a ‘Yes’ which means the parking system allows to expand
the search by altering the RM parameters.
However, ISC cannot find a parking space in the LE3 area which match all the
driver’s preferences in the RM. Since the ISC adopts the alternative function in
this experiment (switch to Function 2), the system will check whether or not there
are any ‘flexible’ preferences included by the driver in order to expand the search.
Consequently, based on the driver’s ‘flexibility’ preferences shown in Table 6.13 as
FL, the system allows itself to alter the miss matched parameter. ISC will alter the
parking duration parameter in the RM from 180 minutes to a minimum of half the
requested time, and no less. The system will then query the MDR again which will
result in allocating a parking bay that matches the new altered parking RM.
The ISC will identify a parking bay which has the nearest amount of time avail-
able to the duration requested by the driver in the original RM, but the parking bay
which is allocated will never have less than half the time available that was requested
by the driver. So, in this scenario, the ISC will identify and allocate a disabled park-
ing bay that has a duration anywhere between 90 minutes and 180 minutes available.
The execution output of the ccaPL for this scenario is shown in Table 6.14 :
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1.---> {call to the abstraction "root@memory" in the ambient "ISC"}
2.---> {ambient "V2" moves into ambient "IS3"}
3.---> {Child to parent: V2 ===(V2,LE3,6,free,disabled,180,10,yes)===> IS3}
4.---> {Sibling to sibling: IS3 ===(IS3,V2,LE3,6,free,disabled,180,10,yes)===> ISC}
5.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS1}
6.---> {Local: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> IS1}
7.---> {Child to parent: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> ISC}
8.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS2}
9.---> {Local: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> IS2}
10.---> {Child to parent: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> ISC}
11.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS3}
12.---> {Local: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> IS3}
13.---> {Child to parent: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> ISC}
14.---> {Sibling to sibling: ISC ===(V2,NO_PARKING_AVAILABLE_IN,LE3,IS3,180)===> IS3}
15.---> {Parent to child: IS3 ===(NO_PARKING_AVAILABLE_IN,LE3,IS3,180)===> V2}
16.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS1}
17.---> {Local: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> IS1}
18.---> {Child to parent: IS1 ===(LE1,6,payable,all,60,10)===> ISC}
19.---> {binding: de -> LE4}
20.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS2}
21.---> {Local: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> IS2}
22.---> {Child to parent: IS2 ===(LE1,7,payable,all,90,10)===> ISC}
23.---> {Parent to child: ISC ===()===> IS3}
24.---> {Local: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> IS3}
25.---> {Child to parent: IS3 ===(LE3,8,all,disabled,120,10)===> ISC}
26.---> {Sibling to sibling: ISC ===(V2,ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN,LE3,IS3,120)===> IS3}
Table 6.14: The ccaPL output of alternative valid parking Scenario 2
The explanation of the output’s syntax in the alternative valid parking scenario
2 is as follows. The ISC starts by calling the database records. The ambient V2
then acts on the capability and moves into the sibling ambient IS2 to become a child
of the parent IS2 and V2 starts sending the RM to IS2. The IS2 forwards it to the
ISC (sibling to sibling) in order to process the RM and sends the reservation details
back to source V2. Lines 6 to 12 show the matching process between the RM and
the IS’s policies.
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This results in the first response which confirms that there is no parking reser-
vation available as requested in the original RM. This leads to the ISC altering the
‘duration’ parameter. Line 24 shows the new matching process between the RM and
the IS’s policies. Line 26 confirms the reservation for the alternative parking.
The complete ccaPL code for this scenario can be found in Appendix A.
6.4 Summary
This chapter presented novel, intelligent parking reservation solutions for manag-
ing the parking space location and reservation using the concept of VANET and
context-aware as a step towards improving the ITS and making the parking reser-
vation experience more comfortable for drivers.
The parking space reservation activity diagram presented in Chapter 5 which
shows the work flow between various components of the system from the instant
when the driver initiates the parking request through the OBU to when the sys-
tem allocates and reserves the proper parking space has been eminently validated
in this chapter. Here, the ccaPL executable programming language validates the
CCA mathematical specification presented in the previous chapter demonstrating
the context-aware and mobility capabilities of the system.
Three different experiments have been applied to cover the possible cases. The
experiments have shown a real-time simulation and service based on VANET and
context aware systems, concluding the system to be efficient and effective; efficient by
preventing unnecessary and time-consuming delays, wasting fuel and environmental
pollution and traffic congestion; and effective by reducing driver frustration thereby
making it a pleasant experience for all road users.
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Conclusion and Future Work
Objectives:
• To summarise the work in this thesis
• To list the main aims achieved
• To propose future work
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7.1 Conclusion
The thesis proposes the development and use of an effective on-street parking sys-
tem which significantly helps to address and alleviate a number of traffic congestion
concerns relating to drivers’ difficulties in locating an appropriate parking space.
There is increasing evidence to suggest that drivers spend a disproportionate time
trying to locate a suitable parking space for their vehicle so any system that can
reduce this is surely to be welcomed.
It describes utilising the IS based context-aware on-street parking system in or-
der to collect and configure the information to disseminate vacant parking space
information to drivers. In doing so, it builds on earlier research done in the design
of smart parking systems but focuses on on-street parking spaces as the central topic
for research.
Implementing the proposed system will reduce these pressures and enhance the
driver experience, particularly in city areas where traffic congestion can be unavoid-
able and stressful.
The premise of this parking solution as a comfort application is to improve traf-
fic flow thereby preventing time-consuming delays, wasting fuel and pollution, and
essentially making the driving a pleasurable experience. These aims were achieved
by contributions described in the main body of the thesis.
Chapter 4 introduced the architecture for VANET, based on the concept of a
context aware system which facilitates a technique for locating and reserving on-
street parking. The vehicle’s OBU, IS and ISC are all seen to be working together
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in order to respond to the request and allocate an appropriate match as per the
vehicle and driver profiles by adhering to the IS policy.
Chapter 5 formalised the model in CCA to describe the system ambient and
its mobility, context-aware and communication capabilities. The full mathematical
specification is represented by the CCA graphical and textual syntax which validates
the proposed model making it executable -ready.
In Chapter 6, the ccaPL executable programming language was seen to validate
the CCA mathematical specification demonstrating the context-aware capabilities
of the system. The three experiments tested the system’s efficacy in being able to
utilise the available information to cover the main possible scenarios of locating and
reserving a vacant parking space.
The inclusion of this application in smart cars alongside the other applications
will define the next level in the evolution of the intelligent parking system. This
work has created enough scope for modification of the system to provide a more
reliable and real-time travel and traffic information in an ethical and safe manner to
improve the efficiency of existing parking system that utilises IS and context aware
features.
7.2 Achieved Aims
The following aims have been achieved in line with the contributions outlined in
Chapter 1:
• An IS-based three tier network topology has been proposed which offers a
stable coverage to ensure the packet forwarding among the parking system as
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a whole.
• The creation of a context-aware based architecture allows for an integrated
approach for utilising VANET, IS and context aware systems in a single frame-
work and provides a comprehensive architecture for smart parking system.
• The step-by-step parking space algorithms have been developed to operate
the two main functions of locating and reserving an available parking space or
searching for an alternative.
• The CCA has been established as a suitable notation for modelling context
aware parking system.
• The ccaPL has proved to be an effective validation tool for the purposes of
verifying the on-street parking behaviour.
7.3 Future work
A novel and smart idea though this is, there are admittedly a few gaps which could
be filled by undertaking a focused approach to future work, some of which will be
discussed below.
Firstly, a supplementary piece of future work can be undertaken to explore what
would happen in the event where a vehicle were to spot and enter a vacant parking
space without making a prior reservation with the IS, and it’s related consequences.
Any depth of future work addressing this specific scenario would be welcome as the
likelihood of such a scenario occurring would be more common than not.
A secondary piece of future work can be carried out which looks at designing
mechanisms to locate and reserve nearby parking in case a driver wishes to extend
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the parking duration. This would occur when an existing vehicle needs to occupy
the parking for a longer duration than initially booked, but another vehicle has re-
served that parking after the booking duration of the current vehicle expires. The
future work would look at designing conflict resolution mechanisms to manage such
a potentially incongruous situation in order to meet the needs of both the drivers.
The second piece of future work could be extended to look into the payment
system which currently only allows the ’one payment at a time’ method of paying
for a booking. To extend the parking duration, a driver is required to repeat the
same steps which could be unnecessarily inconvenient. The proposed system offers
no additional assistance to vehicles already holding a valid parking space so remov-
ing this inconvenience could better help serve drivers who may be looking to extend
their stay. This idea can be further extended with the development of a Smart
Phone application. The smart app can act as the OBU so that the driver can book,
reserve or make payment remotely.
Another area of future work can be to explore specific scenarios such as where
two cars or more are looking to park in the same parking spot. A protocol will need
to be developed to allow the ISC to prioritise one vehicle over the other based on
parking zone, vehicle and driver information.
A possible extension of future work could be to devise mechanisms for cross
border operations. This would occur where vehicles looking for parking in another
country can be traced back to their entry point. This is an important safety appli-
cation that extends from the work done in this thesis, and can practically serve to
identify illegal vehicles in a country.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A final point for future work would be to fully investigate the security impli-
cations of the proposed architecture and application. This would ensure that all
the VANET-based processes and mechanisms which hold information and deliver
services are protected from unauthorised access and illegal activity.
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Formal Executable Specification of
the On-Street Parking Reservation
System
Appendix A contains the full formal executable specification of the proposed on-
street parking reservation system. The proposed context-aware based system and
the mobile ad-hoc capability are both compatible with the CCA mathematical spec-
ifications as asserted in Chapter 5. The programming language for the CCA, known
as ccaPL is an executable code of the converted CCA syntax. The ccaPL inter-
preter is based on the Java platform which can run on any operating system that
can support the Java Virtual Machine(JVM).
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APPENDIX A. FORMAL EXECUTABLE SPECIFICATION OF THE
ON-STREET PARKING RESERVATION SYSTEM
A.1 The Experiments Scenarios
System: Reserving a vacant parking space




– one InfoStation Centre (ISC)
– many InfoStations (IS1, IS2, ...)
– many vehicles (V1, V2, ...)
• Behaviour:
– ISC is fixed, i.e. immobile; and wirely connected to each IS.
– IS is a wireless access point
– vehicles can move between ISs. When a vehicle is inside an IS, we say that
that vehicle is in range with that IS, and so can communicate wirelessly
with that IS.
• Behaviour of ISC:
– receive request from an IS
– check request
– if space available send Parking Reserved to IS
– else send No Parking Available to IS
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• Format of a request message:
– is: InfoStation where the sender is located
– sender: the vehicle sending the request
– DE: destination, e.g. LE1
– VS: vehicle size
– PC: parking cost, e.g. free, payable
– DT: driver type, e.g. disabled, non-disabled
– DU: parking duration, e.g. 60 minutes
– ET: expected time to destination, e.g. 5 minutes
• Master Database:
– each IS has an entry in the database represented as a memory cell named
after that IS.
– that memory cells stores the following information:
+ ISL: IS location
+ AS: available space
+ ISPC: IS parking cost
+ PS: parking scheme
+ ISDU: parking duration in minutes
+ AT: arrival time in minutes (Driver should arrive within this time)
BEGIN_DECLS
def has(x) = this|x[true]|true
//display code
END_DECLS
proc memory(IS, ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT)
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IS[
send(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).0
|
!@recv().recv(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1, ISDU1, AT1).send(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1,
ISDU1, AT1).0 | @send(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1, ISDU1, AT1).0
| !@recv(ISL2, AS2, ISPC2, PS2, ISDU2, AT2).recv(a, b, c, d, e, f).send(ISL2,





!::recv(is, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).let vs = VS+2 in
IS1#send().IS1#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL and vs <= AS and
(ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU
and AT >= ET>is::send(sender, Parking_Reserved_in, DE, IS1).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>IS2#send().IS2#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).
<DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC=PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and
ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET>is::send(sender, Parking_Reserved_in, DE, IS2).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or
PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and
AT >= ET)>IS3#send().IS3#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL and vs <= AS and
(ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and
AT >= ET>is::send(sender, Parking_Reserved_in, DE, IS3).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>is::send(sender, No_Parking_Available_in, DE, is).0
|
// Master Database start here (InfoStation policies)
@memory(IS1, LE1, 6, payable, all, 60, 10).0
| @memory(IS2, LE1, 7, payable, all, 90, 10).0
| @memory(IS3, LE3, 8, all, disabled, 120, 10).0
// End Master Database
]
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!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).ISC::send(IS1, sender, DE, VS, PC,
DT, DU, ET).0




!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).ISC::send(IS2, sender, DE, VS, PC,
DT, DU, ET).0




!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).ISC::send(IS3, sender, DE, VS, PC,
DT, DU, ET).0






| @send(V1, LE1, 4, payable, non_disabled, 60, 1).@recv(reply, dest, info).0
]
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– one InfoStation Centre (ISC)
– many InfoStations (IS1, IS2, ...)
– many vehicles (V1, V2, ...)
• Behaviour:
– ISC is fixed, i.e. immobile; and wirely connected to each IS.
– IS is a wireless access point
– vehicles can move between ISs. When a vehicle is inside an IS, we say that
that vehicle is in range with that IS, and so can communicate wirelessly
with that IS.
• Behaviour of ISC:
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– receive request from an IS
– check request
– if space available send Parking Reserved to IS
– else send No Parking Available to IS
• Format of a request message:
– is: InfoStation where the sender is located
– sender: the vehicle sending the request
– DE: destination, e.g. LE1
– VS: vehicle size
– PC: parking cost, e.g. free, payable
– DT: driver type, e.g. disabled, non-disabled
– DU: parking duration, e.g. 60 minutes
– ET: expected time to destination, e.g. 5 minutes
• Master Database:
– each IS has an entry in the database represented as a memory cell named
after that IS.
– that memory cells stores the following information:
+ ISL: IS location
+ AS: available space
+ ISPC: IS parking cost
+ PS: parking scheme
+ ISDU: parking duration in minutes
+ AT: arrival time in minutes (Driver should arrive within this time)
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BEGIN_DECLS
def has(x) = this|x[true]|true
//display code
END_DECLS
proc memory(IS, ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT)
IS[
send(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).0
|
!@recv().recv(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1, ISDU1, AT1).send(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1,
PS1, ISDU1, AT1).0 | @send(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1, ISDU1, AT1).0
| !@recv(ISL2, AS2, ISPC2, PS2, ISDU2, AT2).recv(a, b, c, d, e, f).send(ISL2, AS2,





!::recv(is, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).let vs = VS+2 in
IS1#send().IS1#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL and vs <= AS and
(ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and
AT >= ET>is::send(sender, Parking_Reserved_in, DE, IS1).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all
or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>IS2#send().IS2#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT)
.<DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and
AT >= ET>is::send(sender, Parking_Reserved_in, DE, IS2).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>IS3#send().IS3#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL
and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU
and AT >= ET>is::send(sender, Parking_Reserved_in, DE, IS3).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>is::send(sender, No_Parking_Available_in,DE, is).0
|
// Master Database start here (InfoStation policies)
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@memory(IS1, LE1, 6, payable, all, 60, 10).0
| @memory(IS2, LE1, 7, payable, all, 90, 10).0
| @memory(IS3, LE3, 8, all, disabled, 120, 10).0





!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).ISC::send(IS1, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).0




!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).ISC::send(IS2, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).0




!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).ISC::send(IS3, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).0






| @send(V2, LE3, 6, free, disabled, 60, 10).@recv(reply, dest, info).0
]
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Figure A.2: ccaPL interpreter output of the valid parking Scenario 2




– one InfoStation Centre (ISC)
– many InfoStations (IS1, IS2, ...)
– many vehicles (V1, V2, ...)
• Behaviour:
– ISC is fixed, i.e. immobile; and wirely connected to each IS.
– IS is a wireless access point
– vehicles can move between ISs. When a vehicle is inside an IS, we say that
that vehicle is in range with that IS, and so can communicate wirelessly
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with that IS.
• Behaviour of ISC:
– receive request from an IS
– check request
– if space available send Parking Reserved to IS
– else send No Parking Available to IS
• Format of a request message:
– is: InfoStation where the sender is located
– sender: the vehicle sending the request
– DE: destination, e.g. LE1
– VS: vehicle size
– PC: parking cost, e.g. free, payable
– DT: driver type, e.g. disabled, non-disabled
– DU: parking duration, e.g. 60 minutes
– ET: expected time to destination, e.g. 5 minutes
• Master Database:
– each IS has an entry in the database represented as a memory cell named
after that IS.
– that memory cells stores the following information:
+ ISL: IS location
+ AS: available space
+ ISPC: IS parking cost
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+ PS: parking scheme
+ ISDU: parking duration in minutes
+ AT: arrival time in minutes (Driver should arrive within this time)
BEGIN_DECLS
def has(x) = this|x[true]|true
//display code
END_DECLS
proc memory(IS, ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT)
IS[
send(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).0
|
!@recv().recv(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1, ISDU1, AT1).send(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1,
ISDU1, AT1).0 | @send(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1, ISDU1, AT1).0
| !@recv(ISL2, AS2, ISPC2, PS2, ISDU2, AT2).recv(a, b, c, d, e, f).send(ISL2, AS2,





!::recv(is, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).let vs = VS+2 in
IS1#send().IS1#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL and vs <= AS and
(ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and
AT >= ET>is::send(sender, Parking_Reserved_in, DE, IS1).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>IS2#send().IS2#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL
and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and
AT >= ET>is::send(sender, Parking_Reserved_in, DE, IS2).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>IS3#send().IS3#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL
and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and
AT >= ET>is::send(sender, Parking_Reserved_in, DE, IS3).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>is::send(sender, No_Parking_Available_in, DE, Area).0
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|
// Master Database start here (InfoStation policies)
@memory(IS1, LE1, 6, payable, all, 60, 10).0
| @memory(IS2, LE1, 7, payable, all, 90, 10).0
| @memory(IS3, LE3, 8, all, disabled, 120, 10).0





!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).ISC::send(IS1, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).0




!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).ISC::send(IS2, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).0




!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).ISC::send(IS3, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).0






| @send(V1, LE2, 4, free, non_disabled, 60, 10).@recv(reply, dest, info).0
]
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– one InfoStation Centre (ISC)
– many InfoStations (IS1, IS2, ...)
– many vehicles (V1, V2, ...)
• Behaviour:
– ISC is fixed, i.e. immobile; and wirely connected to each IS.
– IS is a wireless access point
– vehicles can move between ISs. When a vehicle is inside an IS, we say that
that vehicle is in range with that IS, and so can communicate wirelessly
with that IS.
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• Behaviour of ISC:
– receive request from an IS
– check request
– if space available send Parking Reserved to IS
– else send No Parking Available to IS
• Format of a request message:
– is: InfoStation where the sender is located
– sender: the vehicle sending the request
– DE: destination, e.g. LE1
– VS: vehicle size
– PC: parking cost, e.g. free, payable
– DT: driver type, e.g. disabled, non-disabled
– DU: parking duration, e.g. 60 minutes
– ET: expected time to destination, e.g. 5 minutes
• Master Database:
– each IS has an entry in the database represented as a memory cell named
after that IS.
– that memory cells stores the following information:
+ ISL: IS location
+ AS: available space
+ ISPC: IS parking cost
+ PS: parking scheme
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+ ISDU: parking duration in minutes
+ AT: arrival time in minutes (Driver should arrive within this time)
BEGIN_DECLS
def has(x) = this|x[true]|true
//display code
END_DECLS
proc memory(IS, ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT)
IS[
send(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).0
|
!@recv().recv(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1, ISDU1, AT1).send(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1,
ISDU1, AT1).0 | @send(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1, ISDU1, AT1).0
| !@recv(ISL2, AS2, ISPC2, PS2, ISDU2, AT2).recv(a, b, c, d, e, f).send(ISL2, AS2,





!::recv(is, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).let vs = VS+2 in
IS1#send().IS1#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL and vs <= AS and
(ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and
AT >= ET>is::send(sender, Parking_Reserved_in, DE, IS1).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and
ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>IS2#send().IS2#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL and
vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and
AT >= ET>is::send(sender, Parking_Reserved_in, DE, IS2).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>IS3#send().IS3#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL and vs <= AS
and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or
PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET>is::send(sender, Parking_Reserved_in, DE, IS3).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>is::send(sender, No_Parking_Available_in, DE, is).0
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|
// Master Database start here (InfoStation policies)
@memory(IS1, LE1, 6, payable, all, 60, 10).0
| @memory(IS2, LE1, 7, payable, all, 90, 10).0
| @memory(IS3, LE3, 8, all, disabled, 120, 10).0





!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).ISC::send(IS1, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).0




!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).ISC::send(IS2, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).0




!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).ISC::send(IS3, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET).0






| @send(V2, LE3, 5, free, non_disabled, 60, 1).@recv(reply, dest, info).0
]
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Figure A.4: ccaPL interpreter output of the non-valid parking Scenario 2




– one InfoStation Centre (ISC)
– many InfoStations (IS1, IS2, ...)
– many vehicles (V1, V2, ...)
• Behaviour:
– ISC is fixed, i.e. immobile; and wirely connected to each IS.
– IS is a wireless access point
– vehicles can move between ISs. When a vehicle is inside an IS, we say that
that vehicle is in range with that IS, and so can communicate wirelessly
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with that IS.
• Behaviour of ISC:
– receive request from an IS
– check request
– If driver preferences non-flexible
+ if space available send Parking Reserved to IS
+ else send No Parking Available to IS
– else
+ if alternative space available send Alternative Parking Reserved to
IS
+ else send No Alternative Parking to IS
• Format of a request message:
– is: InfoStation where the sender is located
– sender: the vehicle sending the request
– DE: destination, e.g. LE1
– VS: vehicle size
– PC: parking cost, e.g. free, payable
– DT: driver type, e.g. disabled, non-disabled
– DU: parking duration, e.g. 60 minutes
– ET: expected time to destination, e.g. 5 minutes
– FL: driver preferences flexibility, e.g. ISC can change the DE or DU to
find an alternative options
• Master Database:
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– each IS has an entry in the database represented as a memory cell named
after that IS.
– that memory cells stores the following information: + ISL: IS location
+ AS: available space
+ ISPC: IS parking cost
+ PS: parking scheme
+ ISDU: parking duration in minutes
+ AT: arrival time in minutes (Driver should arrive within this time)
• Neighbourhood Database
– each IS has neighbourhood ISs (parking zones)
– these neighbourhood can be used as an alternative parking zones when
the search diameter expand.
BEGIN_DECLS
def has(x) = this|x[true]|true
def at2(n,m) = n[m[true] | true] | true // ambient m is a child ambient of n.
//display code
END_DECLS
proc memory(IS, ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT)
IS[
send(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).0
|
!@recv().recv(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1, ISDU1, AT1).send(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1,
PS1, ISDU1, AT1).0 | @send(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1, ISDU1, AT1).0
| !@recv(ISL2, AS2, ISPC2, PS2, ISDU2, AT2).recv(a, b, c, d, e, f).send(ISL2,
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ISC[
!::recv(is, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL). let vs=VS+2 in
IS1#send().IS1#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).
<DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and
AT >= ET>is::send(sender, PARKING_RESERVED_IN, DE, IS1, DU).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and
ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>IS2#send().IS2#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL and vs <= AS and
(ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU
and AT >= ET>is::send(sender, PARKING_RESERVED_IN, DE, IS2, DU).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and
ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>IS3#send().IS3#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL and vs <= AS
and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and
AT >= ET>is::send(sender, PARKING_RESERVED_IN, DE, IS3, DU).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and
ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>is::send(sender, NO_PARKING_AVAILABLE_IN,DE, is, DU).
IS1#send().IS1#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).find de:(somewhere (at2(DE,de))
and FL=yes) for let du=DU/2 in
<(DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and
(ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and DU < ISDU and
AT >= ET>is::send(sender, ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN, ISL, IS1, DU).0
| <(DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and
(ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and DU >= ISDU and
AT >= ET>is::send(sender, ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN, ISL, IS1, ISDU).0
| <not ((DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and (ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and AT >= ET)>IS2#send().IS2#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT)
.<(DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and
(ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and DU < ISDU and AT >= ET>is::send(sender,
ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN, ISL, IS2, DU).0
| <(DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and (ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and DU >= ISDU and AT >= ET>is::send(sender,
ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN, ISL, IS2, ISDU).0
| <not ((DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and (ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and AT >= ET)>IS3#send().IS3#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT)
.<(DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and
(ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and DU < ISDU and AT >= ET>is::send(sender,
ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN, ISL, IS3, DU).0
| <(DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and (ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and DU >= ISDU and AT >= ET>is::send(sender,
ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN, ISL, IS3, ISDU).0
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| <not ((DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or
PS=DT) and (ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and AT >= ET)>is::send(sender,
NO_ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_IN,DE, is, DU).0
|
// Master Database start here (InfoStation policies)
@memory(IS1, LE1, 6, payable, all, 60, 10).0
| @memory(IS2, LE1, 7, payable, all, 90, 10).0
| @memory(IS3, LE3, 8, all, disabled, 120, 10).0



















!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL).ISC::send(IS1, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL).0
| ! ISC::recv(sender, reply, dest, info, dur).sender#send(reply, dest, info, dur).0
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!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL).ISC::send(IS2, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL).0




!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL).ISC::send(IS3, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL).0






| @send(V1, LE2, 4, free, disabled, 60, 10,yes).@recv(reply, dest, info, dur).0
]
Figure A.5: ccaPL interpreter output of the alternative valid parking Scenario 1
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– one InfoStation Centre (ISC)
– many InfoStations (IS1, IS2, ...)
– many vehicles (V1, V2, ...)
• Behaviour:
– ISC is fixed, i.e. immobile; and wirely connected to each IS.
– IS is a wireless access point
– vehicles can move between ISs. When a vehicle is inside an IS, we say that
that vehicle is in range with that IS, and so can communicate wirelessly
with that IS.
• Behaviour of ISC:
– receive request from an IS
– check request
– If driver preferences non-flexible
+ if space available send Parking Reserved to IS
+ else send No Parking Available to IS
– else
+ if alternative space available send Alternative Parking Reserved to
IS
+ else send No Alternative Parking to IS
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• Format of a request message:
– is: InfoStation where the sender is located
– sender: the vehicle sending the request
– DE: destination, e.g. LE1
– VS: vehicle size
– PC: parking cost, e.g. free, payable
– DT: driver type, e.g. disabled, non-disabled
– DU: parking duration, e.g. 60 minutes
– ET: expected time to destination, e.g. 5 minutes
– FL: driver preferences flexibility, e.g. ISC can change the DE or DU to
find an alternative options
• Master Database:
– each IS has an entry in the database represented as a memory cell named
after that IS.
– that memory cells stores the following information: + ISL: IS location
+ AS: available space
+ ISPC: IS parking cost
+ PS: parking scheme
+ ISDU: parking duration in minutes
+ AT: arrival time in minutes (Driver should arrive within this time)
• Neighbourhood Database
– each IS has neighbourhood ISs (parking zones)
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– these neighbourhood can be used as an alternative parking zones when
the search diameter expand.
BEGIN_DECLS
def has(x) = this|x[true]|true
def at2(n,m) = n[m[true] | true] | true // ambient m is a child ambient of n.
//display code
END_DECLS
proc memory(IS, ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT)
IS[
send(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).0
|
!@recv().recv(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1, ISDU1, AT1).send(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1,
ISDU1, AT1).0 | @send(ISL1, AS1, ISPC1, PS1, ISDU1, AT1).0
| !@recv(ISL2, AS2, ISPC2, PS2, ISDU2, AT2).recv(a, b, c, d, e, f).send(ISL2, AS2,





!::recv(is, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL). let vs=VS+2 in
IS1#send().IS1#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).
<DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and
AT >= ET>is::send(sender, PARKING_RESERVED_IN, DE, IS1, DU).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>IS2#send().IS2#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL and
vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET>is::send
(sender, PARKING_RESERVED_IN, DE, IS2, DU).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>IS3#send().IS3#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).<DE=ISL and
vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET>is::send
(sender, PARKING_RESERVED_IN, DE, IS3, DU).0
| <not (DE=ISL and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and ISDU >= DU and AT >= ET)>is::send(sender, NO_PARKING_AVAILABLE_IN,DE, is, DU).IS1#send()
.IS1#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT).find de:(somewhere (at2(DE,de)) and FL=yes)
for let du=DU/2 in
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<(DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and (ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and DU < ISDU and AT >= ET>is::send(sender,
ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN, ISL, IS1, DU).0
| <(DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and (ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and DU >= ISDU and AT >= ET>is::send(sender,
ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN, ISL, IS1, ISDU).0
| <not ((DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and (ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and AT >= ET)>IS2#send().IS2#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT)
.<(DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and
(ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and DU < ISDU and AT >= ET>is::send(sender,
ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN, ISL, IS2, DU).0
| <(DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and
(ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and DU >= ISDU and AT >= ET>is::send(sender,
ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN, ISL, IS2, ISDU).0
| <not ((DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and (ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and AT >= ET)>IS3#send().IS3#recv(ISL, AS, ISPC, PS, ISDU, AT)
.<(DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and (ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and DU < ISDU and AT >= ET>is::send(sender,
ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN, ISL, IS3, DU).0
| <(DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT) and
(ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and DU >= ISDU and AT >= ET>is::send(sender,
ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_RESERVED_IN, ISL, IS3, ISDU).0
| <not ((DE=ISL or de=ISL) and vs <= AS and (ISPC= PC or ISPC=all) and (PS=all or PS=DT)
and (ISDU>= DU or ISDU >= du) and AT >= ET)>is::send(sender, NO_ALTERNATIVE_PARKING_IN,
DE, is, DU).0
|
// Master Database start here (InfoStation policies)
@memory(IS1, LE1, 6, payable, all, 60, 10).0
| @memory(IS2, LE1, 7, payable, all, 90, 10).0
| @memory(IS3, LE3, 8, all, disabled, 120, 10).0
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!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL).ISC::send(IS1, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL).0




!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL).ISC::send(IS2, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL).0




!#recv(sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL).ISC::send(IS3, sender, DE, VS, PC, DT, DU, ET, FL).0






| @send(V2, LE3, 6, free, disabled, 180, 10,yes).@recv(reply, dest, info, dur).0
]
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Figure A.6: ccaPL interpreter output of the alternative valid parking Scenario 2
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